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Many patients have been supplied with dorsal dynamic finger extension splints for
improvement of the range of motion of stiff finger joints, The design of the splin~\has
been developed and improved over time, but the amount of force which was app~ied
to a finger was determined intuitively. This research was undertaken to quantify the
force exerted on a finger and to desigm a splint which would ensure that the amount

",-".';:.

of force exerted on a finger was constant and reliable. Since six studies were
undertaken as part of the research, different protocols were developed for each.

The findings of the studies can be summarised as follows:

* similar tensions in tdvariety of rubber bands Gah not oonsistently be identified;
rubber bands wbich are.more or less equal il1length, thickness and width do
not undergo the same amount of elongation when identical weights are
attached to them;
friction between the outrigger and the traction unit plays a major role in
determining how much force is exerted on a finger;
a layer of Teflon paint over the outrigger coupled with a nylon fishing line
traction unit causes the least amount of friction;
stainless steel tension springs provide a more reliable and consistent force
than rubber bands.

*

*

*

*

Finally a splint was designed, taking into account the results of the six studies. The
splint consists of a thermoplastic base with Velcro attachment straps, a pre-notched
copper coated welding rod dipped in Teflon paint at least 14 days before use, a
traction unit made from a stainless steel tension spring with a tension of 3g/rnm, a
piece of nylon fishing line and a finger sling.

Although the splint was designed to ensure that the force exerted on a finger is
consistent and quantifiable, it should still be tested clinically to ascertain whether the
design is really practical.
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:wet· q

A dorsal dynart1tc .~~rlSipn splint ls a spliht .which Js primarily designed to 'l!
'l'int"'·ol'''' ""1'\, ....."" haveilP6come stitf€ifter traul'l:la?Thi$ .stiffnes~,t!:·f'~l

-; __ ,';.,.'<._' ~' '\(.' t~~>,,_, ~ '.' ._/(;>-

oe@erna, scar format!oQ and muscl~ shorter:;:ng.
~f

,..~. ,.,

G

Ir~\ ..'
, ~I~;.._~,';:.-t'~"~- t' .__"

~tiffhe$S j$'~~e:~oribedby Strickland (1957), as follows:
C'. " ...•.•.'. .... \1 • It, "

t5Gd.ema.is ' .................................•...•..'•.' ". ·'.'m.' "OS.t. no..ttceablerea ..Cfion of the hand to. i..njury.", IfIthe 0.·9..idem.a.> ..' ,. 0... ' ,.. ,I

is' not. treated ~ff.~iv$IYIool'agen is laid down around tile coll'a.teralIigament~~9f the
:_'::_::', "-'::":".-~_,:;'",t'A\ .. .. v',;. .-. _.... :, _ . .: r,' . . ' , - _I, . >'~>

interphahllll1s1alj.Citlnt$ aha around the, flexor and extensor tendons. these In\~turn...... D .....

b~.cof'ft1?··afitaQhed to~thesurrounding "'im~6blle'Structures and thh~I'results in the

rostrlottt;)Oof aotiv.$ and pas~ive movement Later, the fluid is replaced .wIth scar
tIssue Which makes the condition worse. Scar tissue may be formed "in a~y area of

the hanct espec\a,lfyat the Site. of the. injury. The SC13.r tissue c~}lses the tendons to
adhere to surroun,ding structures which may lead to permanent stiffness,

II

However, .i~\mature solar ti.sSue can still be favourably altered by the careful

application of an external force. A dorsal dynamic splint is used to supply this force.

According to Brand (1~~84J,stiffness of the joints of the he,nd. is als .caused by

muscle shortening. This occurs as folfows: if the tension of a muscle is.completely
'•. 1

removed for a period of time, (e.9. for the four to five weeks after a tendon has\been

repaired) the muscle remains shortened at its relaxed length. If the muscle is allowed
to remain in a shortened position for four to six weeks, it may be very difficult to
restore it to its former length. One method of lengthening the muscle, is to apply an

external force to the hand by means of a dynamic finger extension or flexion splint.
This force should be of a low amplitude and applied over a long period of time in
order to prevent permanent damage to the muscle.

___"""~"=. ---~----'~~~-----------------~-----
1 Chapter 1
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M:aN',\\~~t~lIl\f$ha.vs"been supplied with dorsal dynamic finger extension. splints for
i,l ". ;': :-- ';' .,'.' .. ) U . i>

rml~Jdiil~~'Ft't;iD"fthe range"of motion of stiff finger [olnts, The';design dUhe splint has
>". .... . . , . . . , . '.' -. ,. _..' ,>" .._. -" ..

and improved over time. At the beginning ofthis study the $plint

l':t<'::t,nm macle dorsally fified splint bass, constructed from loW tempera.t'Ure
~rmomastlc sPlintin~ material. "The splint base was secured to the f9~rm

hand by velero straps;
outrigger rhide from a 2,5mrn copper coated welding rod. ThIS,outrigger
used;as a pUlley which redirected the line of the force to maintain the

correct alignmeqt of the traction units. The length, shape and,fl'eigKt of the"
, i\. :. (j, __ ." " _ '.' .' _!: . .... , .'. . . . . '.' • . ... '_ . .... c'

0utrig~!er was adjusted to suit~~ch individuatRatient Sf11~Hstoppers) made
I<

frori\scraps of splinting material were attached tp the outrigger to prevent the

fishing line, which formed part of the traction unit, from slipping' off the
olJtr,lgger; and

3. one Ol~more traction (units, each one comprising a rubber band, a piece of::') .' . . ',.' "< '. '

nylon fishing line and a Isather finger cuff. The traction unit suppliep the force
which acted on the finger. See Figure. 1.

Thermoplastic stoppers
Outrigger

Finger cuff
Velcro strap

Nylon fishihg line

Rubber band
Splint base

Velcro strap

______~-----------==r

Figure 1. The dorsal qynamic finger extension splint
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In keeping wit~ !h~vFPists in other parts of the)(lorld (lJess..and PhUips, 1987), the 7)

researcher detetr¥1ined the amount of force which was applied to the fingers by
feeling the tension of fhe traction units, A rubber band was selected from a standard,
batch of rubber bands, this Was knotted onto the fishing line and therr ttwas attached
to the splint. C.{''f finger cuff was fitted to the patient's finger and the tension of the

. \ ..r' .: ' ".'.: .." '_,_ .'. .' . ;:..... .' '. ':". ",!~
traction device was'intuitively adjtisWd. 'Once applied,the amount of force was tested

by applying pressure to the elo~gat~d rubber band to determine whether tfle tension.
_" '. c_·. ". .... ..,' . _;.,: (.

I~feltrightll•• The patient's tDlerance to the force wa~ determin~(~~)by ascertaining

whether the 'splint felt comfortable or whether· pain was experienced. It painful, the

force was reduced, but if tne patient experienced di$GP~1fortonly, the force was left
.'.\, i

unchanged. A visual checK '~~a$undertaken to ses whether th'el'ewa$ an excessive
...~ .. . ~

.amourrt of planching of the skin an the palmar aspect of the finger below the finger, . .
~~tf and on the dorsal as,pect of the proximal phalanges. Blanching of the skin is

(\ihdication that the applied force may be too great and sho61d be reduced.
i.l

* 'jr'

The above method of determining the magnitude of foI'C~,€l?<ertedon the fjnQ~r w~s '.C

unscientific and a matter of guesswork, based on intuition. and e~perienc·eP.'Amore
$cientific method needed to be investigated and ilJ"plemented in the clinical field.

Furthermore, occupational. therapy students who do not have the clinical experie1rJse.
to judge whether the amount of force exerted on the finger is correct, would also
benefit froma scientific means of determining the correcUorce. Once the amount

of force necessary to influence tissue re-alignment is known an? the amount of force
exerted on a finger by ..the splint can be quantified, they will '1be.able to apply the

correct force and nat have to rely on intuition.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The amount of force required to influence growth and collagen alignment was (and
~iillis) determined il)iuitively by occupational therapists. Di~ticulty was experienced

in teaching occupational therapy students how to \ci.etermine;.the required force

............_~ ._______,"_~ __,..... ~"-- __ __;_._.,.;i. _
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I,
11

exerted on e' fl!"~lferby a dynamic splint. Students haq" no experience on whichito
! /, ~ I

rely, arid reqllir~d a method or rn~asuring the chosen 'force. /
The primary ai~hsof the stud~ were: t i

i ,
'* to QUa1tify the a'!10unr'o'fforce exerted on a finger, using11the splint des~'tibed

abo'Jsland if / ' "

,,: to dev~loP a method i~l1iCI1~c..'..1;~ElnSUr5J that the amoulht of force 13XF'~!ad,9n

a lin~Fby U1a tractxUlilt Ofjhe~PUntwas constant Ird reliib,a. ~i,
':ORMJ~J,:liQFTHEST~'{ ii ... .,I'j,i

,11 Ii .• 'II

\dyna~lc ~~.r~lntsand IS;there'ffJI'edeVelopmental In ~rature. N;> Inltlall~~lngleP1!)ptocol

was set UP! but di.fferel1t~rO~(~COISwere developed: for each phase Clfthe stu~I~Y'
II ! '

Initially, the I'e$ea~rcherplanned to study the splint. (:descrlbed c)O'pa~~e'2)Which was

in usaat Ga.Rankfu,wGtHos/pital, and to make recommendations regardh1g the amount

of farca and the qJuratiorl it should be applied to the finger for various con~!":"'I"\$.
However, during the first !~tudYfit was found that low profile splints displayed certah',
inherent qualities Which ~IrOhibitthe exertion of a constant and measurable force all'

,
the fingers. It was therefore important to deSign a splint where the force exerted on

the finger was measurable and constant. Once this was achieved, the amount of
force necessary to improve range of motion on a finger joint, could be studied.

The tension of a. stretched rubber band on a splint was examined 'to determine
whether the force exerted on, a finger was constant and reproducible. This is
described in Chapter Ill. Since this was extremeiy sq~1jectiveJit was replaced by a
second, more objective study. This study determined whether similar tensions in a

variety of rubber bands could consistently beIdentifted, This study is described in
Chapter IV.

From this second study (Chapter IV) it was foUnd that rubller bands more or less

4 Chapter 1



equal in length1 thickness and width did not undergo the same amount of elongation
when identical weights were attached to them. It was therefore postulated that the
friction between the fishing line and the outrigger could possibly be the caUS.9 of

different el£n9atlon$ between similar rubber bands. The third study was designed

to test this hypothesis and is described in Chapter V.

The fourth study developed from study three, after it was determined that frlctlon
played a major role in th.e design of the splint. The fourth study, described in c

Chapter..VI, aims to determine whether certain materials cause less friction betWeen- . . . . V

ihe outrigger and the fishing line than others.

ChapterVl1 dE;1scribesvarious solutions to the following two problems:
.,. problems associated with the traction force; and

problems associated with the outrigger.

The last study, study six, was developed from the previous studies and a.imed at

comparing two different outrigger systems in order to design a splint which would

ensure that the amount of force exerted on a finger was measurable, constant and
still suitable for clinical use.

DEFIN!TION OF TERMS

Dorsal dynamic finger extension s12lint:

Is a splint made from thermoplastic splinting rnaterlal, fitted to the dorsum otthe mand

and two thirds of the forearm with the wrist in 30 degrees dorsiflexion and the
rnetacerpoohalenqeat joints in the neutral (zero) position. The aim of the splint is tQ

extend the proximal interphalangeal joint(s) (PIP) which may have developed a post
surgical contracture due to long periods of lrnrnobillsation.
Tension:

That which occurs in an eiastic material such as a rubber'l?and or a tension spring,

when it is fixed at one end a .·aweight is hanging on its fret\end. A weight of 1kg
\,

6 ----~-------~~--Ohapter 1



will subleot a force of 1kg on the elastic band (Brand, and Hollister, 1993).

Force:
r-,

That which causes acce.leration. The effect of force is to cause stress in bone [olnts

and soft tissues (Brand and Hollister, 1993).

Outrigger:
This is an extension from the main body of the splint for the purpose of positioning
the traction unit. (n' this ,study It consists of a contoured piece of 2j5mm copper

coated welding rod. It is rigid or near..rigid and redirects the line.of force so that the
c:

correct alignment of the traction unit on-the finger is maintained.
Traction unit:

This consists of a t40mm length of fishing line which has been knotted at one end
to form a loop. A rubber band or a tension spring is attached to the loop at the one

end anda leather finger cuff to the other end. It is used to apply a force to theJinger.
Rubber bands:

These are commercially available office stationery bands made out. of rubber.
REPLICA RUC3BERBANDS (size 32) supplied by Waltons'Stationery Cqiwere used

,l
.r
"/for the purpose of this study.

Tension springs:

These are specially manufactured springs, made from O,06mm stainless steel wire,
5mm in diameter and 50mm long. They can replace the rubber bands applying force

to the fingers.

ErictioQ;,

Friction is the restrictive force between two surfaces when.one surface moves over
\. \

another. Friction is lessened when the two surfaces are smooth and well lubrlcated,

H~steresis:

The inability of an elastic material to return to its original shape when stress is
removed (Brand and Hollister, 1993).

Creet&

Permanent deformation under constant load (Brand and Hollister 1993).
Newtoa.;.

Standard International unit of force (N)

6 Chapter 1



will subject a force of 1kg on the elastic band (Brand and Hollister, 1993).
Force:

That Which causes accelaratlon. The effect of force is to cause stress in bone joints
" .. ' ',I

and soft tissues (Brand and Hollister, 1993).
Outrigger;

This is an extension from the malin body 'of the splint for the purpose of positioning
the traction unit. In this study ii.: consists of a contoured piece of 2,5mm copper
coated welding rod. It is rigid or .near-rigid and redirects the line of force so that.the

correct alignment of the traction unit on the. finger is maintained.
Traction unit,

This consists of a 140mm length of fishing line which has been knotted: at one' end

to form a loop. A rubber band or a tension spring is attached to the loop at the one

end and a. leather finger cuff to the other end. It is used to apply a force to the finger,
Rubber bands:

These are commercially available office stationery .9a.nds made out ot, rubber.

REPLICA RUBBER BANDS (size 3(2) supplied by Waltons Stationery Co. were used
for the purpose of this study.
Tension .springs: .,,~

These are specially manufactured sFt~jngs,made from O,06mmstainless steel Wjr~~~",."

smrn in diameter and 5Qmm long{:t~~~eycan replace the rubber bands applying force
:<'.",

to the fing6l's. ...,
({> '_

Friction:
r,

Friction is the restrictive force betweeri two surfaces when one surface moves over
another. Friction is lessened when the two surfaces are smooth and well lubricated.
Hysteresis: \,

The inability of an elastic material to ;~turn to its original shape when stress is
;!

removed (Brand and Hollister, '199$).
Creep:

Permanent deformation under constant load (Brand and Hollister 1993),

Newton:

Standard International unit of force (N)
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, ',"",,: "'" ,,(j ,
whlinh is attached to a high outrigger (1C~15cm in height).

,

r \'t}:c!t'I,d wh'iqh lies parallel to the forea.rm. An outrigger: (2-3' em
~t!)t~;\1!I1l:e\,t:lrileof'PlJn is attached to the splint. ACfinger cuff is

0t:f,lsnfng Une fand fitted over the finger.

'.i~~" r~<i~~~lri'\h was undertak~) to s.andardlze splinting techniques in

:t1"l.eil"J:lI"\\1 so thaUheraPJ~tf)wQH)~,bej~ble to evaluate their work an,p.fheir
;',r:, , ' ';',~ '-' · :-:.~~,;:_-"'<;':if~

t;jtriil'IVAlrv. This would e~.' "Zi.'~i"hirovldean effective service and to
'- .. "'e'O",:

,,1ft; ", \\
it1l'i'i!•• .,.' "r'\,i.Siii:o",,+J!!.' progress w5 ~i~~Qrldwide.

~'" ~;QI.;·! '.,''<._
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II
1\

\1

Splints· used ~o correct hand deformities Ihave been described and 'documented ~y

Sterling :Bunnell (Colditz} 1983), descri~fed as the father 0f hand·sufge~~, He
designed plaster ofParls splints with outriJ~gersfor specific problems and defined the

::~~:::~~I~::~:::~~~:~~;~::::~:::r:~:~~:::~:c:~~:~~:::
amount of force exerted by the splint. I

I /,_, \,\
It was only in the 1980's that therapists and surs{ ) started to question how much

',,-._._)

stress the delicate tissues of the hand can withstand. This led to a more ,careful

INTRODUCTION
'.'

study of the various types of splints to determine the forces involved, and how splints
could be more effective without damaging the soft tissue of the hand. Brand (1985),

Houzaud and Allieu (1987), Mildenberger et al. (1986), Fess and Philips (1987), and

May and Silfverskiold (1989), Were among the first to propose methods to determine
the amount of force exerted by a splint, but unfortunately these are not yet routinely
applied in the clinical setting.

Literature regarding this topic is relatively recent, as very little work was done in this

field prior to 1983. The literature reviewed will be discussed under the following
headings:

*

Rationale for splinting
Purpose .of dynamic splinting

How much force is required
Available sources of force

How to determine the force exerted by the splint

*
*

*

8 Chapter 2



*

The lew-profile splint
Friction over the outrigger
Dynamig splints described by Rouzaud and Allieu (1987)1 and MflY and ,)
SilfVerskiold (1989).

*
*

RATIONALE. FOR SPLlNT~NG

Brand (1985), prefers not to use a splint on the hand, as he believes that a hand is

always at its best .when it is actively used in purposeful activity. c}ie believes that a
{)lint inhibits the ordinary free use of the hand and should only be used when albtivity
may be harmful or alternative procedures are less successful.

Hel'however cites two specific instances where splints are lextremely useful:

* where range of motion is limited by contracted soft tissue or scar, an extel\oal

force may be necessary to lengthen the contracted tissues. In this case, the

patient's own muscles cannot produce or sustain the required torque for the
.;,;,

required period of time t~.lengthen the tissues; and
r «* in some cases where ar1"etdernalforce maybe required to stabilise a proximal

joint inc$uch a position $0 that the patient's OWnmuscles may .J~:eabJe to

mobilise the distal joint better.

Brand (1985), also views tissue synthesis as an important objective of hanq..therapy.
'._)

He is of the opinion that this can be achieved by the use of splints. The process is
explained by Colditz (1983) as follows: dynamic spllnts provide a small amount of

force over a prolonged period to influence the synthesis of new tissue, rather than
apply a rapid jerking force to the soft tissues thus allowing them to immediately ~eturn
to their original length. By wearing a dynamic splint, the tissues are kept in a
constant state of mild tension causing cells to multiply and proliferate in response to

the stress created by the splint. Colditz goes on to say that splints should be well

designed and specifically applied because forces may cause rnodlflcatlon of tissue
synthesis. If incorrectly applied; they can do more harm than good.
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In essence, Strickland (1987), agrees with Brand and Coldltz, but describes. the
rationale for splinting slightly differently. He Is of the opinion that splints can be used

to:

* allow healing;
modify contracted and scarred skin, subcutaneous tissue, fascia or

ligamentous tissues; and
lengthen tendon adhesions that have become fixed to bone or surrounding
tissues.

*

*

In order to design, construct and apply an effective splint, the therapist should
understand the necessary sequence of biologic events involved in normal tissue

healing and the deviations in this sequence which may result in loss of range of

motion. Splints can be used to .alter and control these biological events so that

maximum function is restored.

Although it is accepted that splints can be used most effectively to control the healing

process of tissue,it is often difficult to know which type of splint should 'be applied
at which point during the healing process. Strickland (1987), describes four-phases

of tissue healing: inflammation; fibroplasia; scar maturation and wound contracture,

and gives clear guidelines as to which type of splint is appropriate for each phase.

The phases of healing and appropriate splint for each phase according to Strickland
(Fess & Philips, 1987), are briefly described below.

Inflammation

The initial biological response !pllowing trauma is inflammation and is usually present
for several (four to seven) 'd~y§. Mobilising splints which apply stress to the healing
wound may Causerupture of repaired structures.or a prolongation of the inflarnmatory

phase due to repeated injury to the tissue. It is therefore appropriate to Immobtlise
the hand during this phase of healing.
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Fibroplasia
This phase usualiy begins at the wound site on the fourth Of fifth day post injury and

continues .for twO to six weeks. During this phase t~e tensile"strength of the tissue
increases rapidly and itmay be biologically correct to apply a mobilisation splint to
provide light stress to the hand. However, this should only be undertaken if there are.
no healing tissues (e.g. nerve repairs, fractures or tendon repairs) that might be
compromised by the applicat~on of stress, Careful observation of the hand (oedema,
colour changes and changes ih joint mObility) will indicate whether the stress is being

applied correctly or not.

Scar maturation
After the sixth/week of wound healing1 changes in the form, bulk and strength oUhe

scar occur; This remodelling of collagen is a/spontaneous process ariCimay continue

for many years. It is during this phase that there is a. continuous and simultaneous
production and breakdown of collagen. In this phase it is appropriate to increase the
amount and dUration of the force applied to the hand. Joint stiffness and loss of

tendon gliding which may have developed during the first two phases, may be due
to immature scar tissue. This tissue can still be altered favourably by the appropriate
use of stress, Mobilisation splints which are used in this phase of healing, are

designed to Influence the remodelling of collagen and ensure the maximum recovery

of articular gliding and tendon excursion.

Wound contracture

The process of wound contraction begins after three days post injury (latent period)
and will continue to dose the wound until balanced by equal tension in the
surrounding skin. Generally contraction is beneficial in healing wounds) but in the
hand it may be detrimental to function, especially when mobile tissues around the
joints are involved. The use of splints which resist the contractile influence of wound

ii

healing may 'favourably influence the process of wound contracture and therefore

maximise function.
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Strickland further states that splints may be used to assist the conversion of scar from

an unfavourable to a faVourable state, by controlling the biological process of
synthesis and degradation of collagen~) These splints should be designedin such a
manner as to maximise stress to the scar, whilst minimising damage to normal hand'

tissue. The amount and direction of force applied to the hand must be carefuUY

monitored to prevent damage to skin .and subcutaneous tissue and to avoid

unnecessary compression or dl~stractionof the joints involved. FOrce should not be

applied too rapidly as the ligaments may not be able to undergo the desired

biological alteration and may.rupture. It is for this reason that therapists must be able

to answer the following questions before applyjng. a splint to a patient's hand~'

* what is the most desirable vector in the application of force to a given joint;

how much force should be imparted;

for how long a period should this force be applied;

through how wide a surface:

to what anatomical structures. is the force being applied; and

"what assessments will ensure the splint is being effective. (For example,

repeated range of motion measurements will indicate whether the splint is

performing the required function),

*
*

*
*

Strickland (Fass & Philips} 1987), sums up the state of the application of splints as

follows;

IIUnfortunately, the app!ication of splints often involves little more than trial and
error, rather than a scientific process involving the direct application of methods
for the careful measurement of force being applied by a particular splint and
concerns for the mecnenice! aspects of force appficationll

, (Fess & Philips,
1987, p 59)

,PURPOSE OF DYNAMIC SPLINTING

According to Fess (1984), splints are used to correct existing deformitiesthrough the

application of gentle force that gradually causes collagen realignment and tissue
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growth. At the same time an increase in passive range of motion occurs-at the joint.
'Splints are also usedto substitute for lost active motion, whereby the functional use

of the hand is improved. (The funotIonal splintdoes not form,.part ofthis study an,cJ""
o ()

will not be discussed further).

Brand (1964), describes a, dynamic splint as one which achieves its effect by
movement and force. It is a form of manipulation w~fich utilizes externally imposed

forces.

The purpose of dyna.mic splinting js<~oprovide a limited amount of force over a,

(prolonged period-to influence the synthesis of new tissue (Colditz, 1983). The goal

is to keep .the tissues in a constant state of mild tension so that cells multiply and
\; .

proliferate in response to the need created byAhe force applied by the splint

HOW MUCH FORCE 'IS .NECESSARY

The application of force to the injured hand influences the remodelling of collagen

and ensures maximum recovery of articular gliding and tendon excursion, or together

with the alteration. of SCar fr~m an unfavourable:o e. favourable s~at~ (~ti~~~~la~d,

1987). The question to .ask IS;how much force ISneeessary? thiS ISa~£)lon

which many therapists and students have asked over the last number of y~rs.

Based on experience, Malick (1978), recommended a,fwce of 0,5 pounds (eight
?;,.,

ounces) when applying a dynamic splint. This is two ounces more than the amount

of force recommended by Weeks (1973). Weeks states that the average hand can

tolerate six ounces of force for up to four hours. However if the force is Jessthan six

Ounces, it can be tolerated for longer periods. Weeks emphasises that excessive

force causes ischemia and pain. Therefo're, pain serves as an effective indleator-that
p

the amount of force used is too high.
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lt was only in the 19S0ts however,. that. thetapists became more scientific ,in

determining how much force should be applied to a finger or hand.

Fess & Philips (1987), described' an experiment they conducted in 19~ in which they

assessed the abilities of 47 therapists to select rubber band tensions (the tension felt
in a rubber band is equal to the force which IS applied to a finger). Using a standard
set of instructions, subjects were asked to select two rubber bands fJm two tension
adjustment frames, which would be appropriate for two '"pa~ents~~cribed in two

,~.:::::::>...

case histories. This enabled the researchers to ascertain how reliable the therapist's
skills were to select rubber bands. with the same tension from two different frames.

Results indicated that therapists were able to identify the correct rubber band tension,
and then replicate that tension i(1ja second set of rubber bands. Expedenced hand

therapists altered' their rubber band tensions according·. '10 ..diagno~is. The overall
magnitude of force used ranged from 164 to 294g. They stated that a general
concept of the "safe boundaries" of the magnitude of force required to influence
tissue growth ...and collagen alignment were beginning .to develop. among hanl'l ,

therapists, However, further research Was necessary to lay doVvna standard set of
c_

rules.

Dr P W Brand has undertaken extensive research on tissue regeneration. In order

to quantify the forces ex~rted on a hand or finger he st~t€l~~.that,as new collagen is
x., ..

laid down in new patterns responsive to a need, the tissue should be kept ;;n ~
constant state which demonstrates this shortage of tissue length (Brand, 1984). The

(cells,will Sense the shorta~e and will make changes to meet this need. ,The bestway

to keep the tissue constantly in a state of mild tension, is to apply a sp!O)t (therefore
force) to the hand. He stated:

'The optimum state requires less tension tnenmost of us use, but it needs to
be maintained for longer than most of us dotl. (Brand (1984), in: Hunter at aI.'"'
p 849)
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Howevef, a yearfater Dr Brand was rnore.specfic and.recommendea splinting forces

ranging between 100 and 300g (Brand, 1985), to keep the tissues In a state otmild ,

tension,

AVAILABLE SOURCES OF FORCE
~.'

.The l110st commonly Used sources of force 011 a dynamic splint are rubber bands,

springs or elastlc threads (Breger-Lee & Belford, 1991).

\. G
The properties of rUbber bands were studied extensively by Breger-Lee and Buford

(1991), wl'}ooonciuded that rubber bands'exhlblt visco-elastic properties which may

chang,~ rapidly, together with variability and lack of durability. Hysteresis (the inability

o\~an elastlo material to return to its original length after tension has beeh removed)

is present 10 all rubber'bands, This affect~ the force provided by the rubber band

when stretched. Therefore, they can not provide a controlled repea~able force.

Rubber bands also suffer from creep (permanent deformation under constant load)

whiph decreases their reliability over a period of time.

Aocording to Breger~l-ee and Buford (1991), springs are more durable, have an

excellent shelf life and \~~Ovigfra consistent an~ controlledjoroe,

Elastic threads were also stucli.~d by Breger-Lee and Buford (1991), who found that

i~hey exhibited less creep thanl;'rubber bands although hysteresis was present to a
Ii

similar degree to that of rtroi5~rbands.

Breger-Lee & Buford (1991), recommend tension springs for use in dynamic splinting.

HOW TO DETERMINE THE AMOUNT OF,FORCE EXERTED BY A

~?lINT

Strickland (1987), rec9p"lmended the use of a Simple spring-loaded seals to measure

the force generatedl!7y arubber band and sling combination attached to an outrigger

splint. It is important that the scale measures the force of the rubber band at exactly
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the sam>e'~,6tlsionas will be used In a splint. This method works best when a high

~l't)fif~~pJ'mtj'sused.

F6'$s& Rh'iHps (1987), dgscri~ed the following method to determine the amount of
Jal"oe etJC~eclon a finger: an appr9pria.te 'size standard brass weight was attached to

Il'

.ft't-a<untrimrned end. 01the fishing line and was suspended from the outrigger at a 90

'(§J'~~~~eang'le. The finger was then pulled gently into maximum extension and amark
~I~oed or, the fishing lineat the polnt Where the cuff was to be attached. The weight

waS removed and the cuff attached at the' point marked on the fishing line. 'This
(\

ensurea that the amount of force exerted on the finger was the same as that of the

brass 'w.eight.

Mildenberger et al. (1986), and Srand (1985), advocated the use offorce/elongation
.graph~\ when cOt)$tru~ting a splint. This graph is prepared by a therapist or
teehhician for a batch of rubber bands used in a clinical setting. It was prepared as

follows: weights ranging from 1OOgto 500g were hooked onto the rubber bands one

at.a time and the length of the elongation measured Tor each weight. If a dynamic
'"

splint required a certain amount of force, e.g. 20091 the therapist also measured the

distance on the splint which was available for elongation. Say the distance was 5cm,

the graph enabled the' therapist to choose a rubber band which was Scm long when

a force of 200g was applied to it.
,I 'c
~r
\i

H.Jwever, Brand (1984), also recorrsnended that the tension should still be checkedI,

with a spring scale after application to the hand.

Other autnors, such as Gyovai and Wright Howell (1992), also proposed a method

for determining the amount (..f force exerted on the finger by a splint Having
concluded that friction between the dynamic components and an outrigger or pullE~y

influerJes the amount of force applied to the finger, they described a method of

measuring the force supplied by a dynamic component taking friction and other
variables into account. They determined that a 60 degree angle of pull using a
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Haldexga,uge was required to account for the effect oftriction When .using brazIng

rod outrl:QgE1WS .•. they described a moclifi§)d Haldex gkuge which is used to measure
1\

the applie,d ~6:rtl.:}es,of a splint. The gauge was modified by attaching a guide pin a.t
a 60 degree angle. to the pinch frame which covers the gauge. The gUide pin

enSura:s.~hl'at)the'l:ever arm of the Haldex gauge is always attached to the dynamic

oomp(}[;ent<of a splint at a 60 degree angle (see Figure 2). When the gauge is
moveGf"~xi'l\tlaIJy, the spring (part of the dynamic component) is put under tension.
On'c$· tneide'sjlreq force is achieved, the gauge is removed and the dynamic

CQ.rni:l1l>C}]1;ent attached to the splint base with the spring at the determined length.
"\1"',

~::----~----- guide pin ensure 60 degree angle
r~ ........:.........___lever arm for attachment of spring

pinch frame

Figure 2. Thfamodified Haldex gauge

This is a splint where the rubber band or spring lies par/allel to the forearm along the
..')

base of the splint. An outrigger to redirect the line of pull is attached to the spllnt,

Many of Bunneil's splints. which he designed during World War II. were of the low-

profile type, in keE1pingwith his philosophy that splints should be easily adjustable
and not too bulky. (Coldltz, 1983).
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In later years splints were usually made by orthopaedlc tec.hnicl6.As, These splints
were often fairly large and bulky because they made use of piano wire to achieve

movement of the fingers.

With the advent of low temperature thermoplastic materials, occupational therapists
became more and more lnvolved in the manufacture of splints. Since it was easier
for them to obtain the correct angle of pull using a high outrigger, most designs for
dynamic splints were of the high outrigger type (Malicki 1978). Most dynamic splints 0

made during the 1970'S had a high profile. (Colditz, H~83).

During the. early 1980's, therapists tended to return to the use of 10wMprofiledynamic
splints. (According to Colditz (1983), one of the reasons for the change in splint

Ii
design was that the low-protlle splint was less buU<yand more streamlined. It was
also mechanically sound and cosmetically mare acceptable to the patient.

Brand (1985), stresses the mechanical advantage of the low-profile splint, which

ensures that there is sufficient room for a long spring or long rubber band, Length

is important, because a rubber band requires sufficient resting length to permit

effective action at both ends of its required range. Using a low-profile splint, it is
possible to select a rubber band or spring which ls long enough to allow constant

tension through a long excursion. When a high·profile splint is used, very often the
'?::~"':~;'i'

outrigger is not sufficiently high eflough to allow for rubber band excursion. Since

rubber bands need to be very short to fit the splint, these splints are often only
effective when first fitted. A small improvement in joint range makes the splints

useless, because the rubber band is ineffectual over a short distance.

Acoording to Colditz (1983), one of the advantaqes of the low profile splint is the ease
with which the finger loop Can be correctly plG\cedon the finger, ensuring a 90

degree angle of pull. At the same time, however, (me of the disadvantages of the low
profile splint is the rapid loss of the correct angle of pull compared with that of a high
profile splint. If a joint's mobility increases by 10 degrees, an outrigger 30mm away
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from the finger will need to be adj:asted sooner than an outrigger 150mm away from
i r

the finger in order to rnalntaln aJ bo degree angle of pull. Low profile splints need
" ,I

frequent adjustment, requiring! ii regular visits to the therapist. Where this is

problematic a splint with a high outrigger may be more effective.

FRICTION OVER THE OUTRIGGEij

The use of a low-profile dynamic splint, where the outrigger acts as a. pulley to

redirect the line of force, briflgs additional problems in the form of friction betwe~h

the traction unit and the outrigger. A literature review revealed that very little

i reference Is made to this problem. Fsss & Philips (1987), state that frictton may
Ii

occur between the surfaces iof the traction device and the outrigger which could

undermine the strength of the traction device. They suggest two methods of raducing

friction: the use of nylon line or unwaxed dental floss, or the use OT pulleys over the

outrigger.

These two methods were also briefly described by Colditz (1983), and Brand (1987),

in their descriptions of a low-profile dynamic splint.

Colditz (1983), preferred FF monocord string for use as part of the traction device,

as it is strong, non-stretchable and not susceptible to fraying. She mentioned that

it Slides across the outrigger easily, but tile possible occurrence of friction between

the monocord and the outrigger was not discussed.

Brand (1987), advocated the use of a nylon pulley over the outrigger together with

a monofilament nylon thread to act as a tendon. However, the possibility of friction

between the outrigger and the nylon thread which could decrease the actual force

exerted over the finger was not discussed.

The issue of friction between the outrigger and the fishing line of a loW profile

dynamic splint was only mentioned in the literature In the 1980's. However the
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problem received more attention in literature pUblished in the 1990's (eg. BellnKrotoski

et al. (1990), and Gyovai and Wright Howell (19S.2)}.

Bell..Krotoski at al. (199b), state that external drag (friction) is present When the nylon

thread moves around an outrigger. The friction can cause a nylon thread to move

like a ratchet with slips and starts. This results. in additional unwanted force overthe
finger. Specifically the use of an outrigger rnade of thermoplastic material was
condemned whilst the use of a.free and frictionless bar or a wheel pulley available

in prefabricated splint packages was suggested.

To validate spring forces applied in dynamic outrigger splinting, Gyovai and Wright

Hoyvell (1992), found that whenever an outrigger or pulley was added to a simulated

splint,,, additional force had to be applied and a longer spring length was required.
It is believed that friction between the dynamic component (traction device) and the
outrigger was the major factor responsible for redLlcing the force produced by the

springs. For this reason it is suggested that therapists should not use premeasured

springs on splints without measuring the amount of force exerted on the fingefin situ
(on tile patient's hand in a clinical.department), as the manufacturers o~the springs

do not take into conslderatlon the effect of friction between the Qutrigger and fishing

line when the springs are pre-measured,

As sufficient proof of friction between the dynamic unit and the. outrigger influencing

the amount of force exerted or'!' a finger was found, a method of measuring the
amount of force using a rnodifled Haldex gauge was suggested by Gyovai and Wright

Howell (1992) .. This takes into account factors such as friction, length and contour

of the splint, angle of the outrigger, size and direction of pull of the finger Sling and
the patient's method of application of the sling.

It is surprising that the posslble occurrence of friction between the outrigger and the

traction unit received little mention in the literature, as one of the major findings of this
study was that friction between the fishing line and the outrigger plf.\Ys; a major role
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in decreasing the force exePiedon a finger by a low profile dynamic finger extension
splint. Furthermore, this study has investigated methods of decreasing this fri.ctlon

using materials which are economical and easily obtainable.

DYNAMIC SPLINTS DESCRIBED BY DIFFERENT AUTHORS

ROUZ8U.d and Allieu {1981}

Rouzaud and AlHeu (1987:), described a custom made splint manufactured from

thermoplastic ma~erial, using a calibrated spiral spring instead of a rubber band to
supply the force. A selection of colour coded springs ranging from .50to 20009 was
developed. When a spring is stretched by 50mm, a certain magnitude of force is
exerted on a finger. As each colour represents a different force magnitude, the

therapist can select the most appropriate spring for the patient.

These springs tested by Roberson et al. (t988), were reported as providing a

consistent and controlled force, and were durable and gradable.

The g(:luged springs are part of a universal system consisting of adjustable parts,
available in kitform, This kit enables a therapist to construct a splint consisting of a

"

splint base, a traction unit (made up of a spring and traction wire) and a pulley over
which the traction wire will run. The splint is of the low-profile type and is easily

adaptable and cosmetically acceptable. However, one of the greatest drawbacks is
the high cost of the components.

May and Silfverskiold (1989)

May and Silfverskiold (1989)., described a new power sou roe in dynamic splintinQ,
namely a watch spring with a torsional (wound up) design. Their ~plint consisted of
a splint base made from thermoplastic material and a spring which ;;~owefed a spcel

on to which a nylon line was wound. The unit was built into a bra~js housing unIt

which clipped on to the end of an outrigger. A cuff was attached at the end of the
nylon cord and fitted on to the finger. The torsional design did away with the need
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( Tor a long rubber band or a high outrigger, as the force of the spring" was coiled

around the spool. Therefore, there was no need for the outrigger to be very high

(approximately Scrp) and pulleys were unnecessary. This facilitated and simplified

quantifloation and standardisation of the forces,
!)

!Qler~~¢>y~splint 'design has definite merit, however it is not available in countries

outside .•Sweden.

The use of dynamic splints in the treatment of many hand conditions is widely

recommended. One only needs to refer to the definitive work llRehabilitation of the

\jHandU (eds: Hunteret at 1984), in which hundreds of conditions are discussed, to

obtain an idea of the extensive use of dynamic splinting (i.e. the application offorces

to the hand). Unfortunately, not enough has been written about the consequences

of incorrectly applied forces, Therapists must be made aware of these and learn to

question what they are doing. In a chapter by Dr P W Brand: "The forces of dynamic
splinting: ten qyestions before applying a dynamic splint to the handll

, (Hunter at ai,

1984), therapists and surgeons are cautioned to consider the effect of the application

qf a splint carefully. In some instances a splint may do more harm than good, The

literature describes a number of dynamic splints, but most are .too expensive.

Therefore, .most clinicians still rely on rubber bands to provide the force required in

a dynamic splint, even though they have proved to. be inconslstent and unreliable.

A number of authors, concerned that therapists do not measure the forces they apply

to. the hand When constructing a dynamic splint have proposed different ways of
determining how much force is necessary to influence collagen remodelling.

Furthermore, methods have been proposed to measure the force applied by the

splint, but they do not appear to be widely used in the clinical field (Brand, 1985;

Fess and Philips, 1987).
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INTRODUCTION

The first study Wasto determine whether the therapist's intuitive feeling of the tension

of a stretched rubberband of a low profile dorsal dynamic finger extension splint was

constant and reproducible.

o

1. To determine the weight that causes the tension in a stretched rubber band

to 'Teel rightll (i.e. have the correct tension).

To measure the length of the stretched rubber band.2.

NULL HYPOTHESIS

The amount of force needed to provide the tension which "feels right", on the traction

unit of the splint cannot be identified.

MATERIALS
1. A dorsal dynamic PIP extension splint consisting of the following;

1.1 a dorsal splint base, made from a thermoplastic material extending from
two thirds of the forearm to just proximal to the PIP [oints of the fingers.

The wrist was immobilised in 30 deqrees dorsiflexion;

1.2 a contoured outrigger made from a 2.5mm copper coated welding rod

(available from Afrox) with thermoplastic stoppers; and

1.3 a traction unit made from a rubber band (Replica rubber bands, size

32, supplied by Waltons Stationery Co (Pty) Ltd), a 300mm piece of

nylon fishing line, with a breaking strength of 3,6 kilograms, knotted to
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form a 'loop 140mm in lengtl))and a leather finger cuff. (See Figure 3).
f/ . \1

"'--'

Thermoplastic stoppers

Outrigger

Finger cuff

Velcro strap

Fishing line

Rubber bands

Splint base

Velcro strap

2.

3.

Figure 3. The dorsal dynamic finger extension splint

A laboratory stand with an adjustable chuck clamp.

Laboratory weights ranging from 1OOg to 5009 with hooks to attach
\~-dL

them to the finger'~1ff.
,II

MEASURING DEVICE

1.

2.

METHOD

The fingers of the researcher were used to measure the tension of the

rubber bands.

A standard plastic ruler calibrated in milllrnetres was used to measure

the length of the stretched rubber bands.

The splint was clamped horizontally to the laboratory stand. A rubber band randomly

selected from a box of bands in use in the clinical department, was attached tothe
splint. A succession of five weights, ranging from 100g to 500g were hooked onto

the fin!;;Jercuff by the researcher in such a way that the fishing line passed over the

outrig~}er and the rubber band was stretched. The tension of the rubber band was

felt by the researcher and w6'en it 'felt right" the weight producing the correct tension
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.. Was recorded and the length (in rnm) of thf(_.,~tretch~drubber band was measured

and recorded. This was repeated ten times on each rubberband, using each weight

twice (1009, 2009, 300g, 400g and 500g),
~
\~,
RESULTS
~7 •

The results can be seen in Table 1. When the tension felt right, a mark (x) was made
I'

./1

under the column l'fel! right" and/ "ie length of the stretched rubber band was
!, /
" .. ;-

measured and recorded.

TABLE 1

RUBBER BAND LENGTH (in rom) WHEN THE TENSION FELT RIGHT

1st Measurement

Rubber band 1 Rubber band 2

Weight Felt right Length Weight Felt right Length

100g 100g

2009 200g
300g x 180mm 300g x 175rnm

4009 4009
500g 5009

2nd Measurement

100g 100g

200g 200g
300g x 168mm 300g x 190mm

4009 400g
500g 500g

DISCUSSION

The above table shows the results for two rubber bands 9nl~, as it soon became

apparent that there was a marked researcher bias during this first study. The
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researcher had been influenced by Brand (1$85), who recommended that sptlnting,
c

forces should range between 200g and 300g. As the weights were hung onto th~'
traction unit and the tension judged while tl1f; w~ight.was visible, it was, impossible

to be objective, the conclusion being that the tension only "f~lf rightU when ~wei~ht
of 300g.was used .. Therefore, since the first study was hot objective, it wasreplacep,
,by a second study which attempted to be Iess subjective.

()

o

'Ct.;
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INTRODUCTION

Since study one was not objective it was replaced by a second study Which

attempted to be less subjective.

To determine whether the researcher could consistently identify the same tension in

a variety of rubber bands which had various weights attached to them. (A research

assistant was used to eliminate subjectivity).

MATERIALS
1. A wooden box, measuring 300mm x 300mm x 130Gmmwith tvyoshort, square

sides and three long, rectangular sides (see Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1. The wooden box used in stUdv 2A
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Five holes, 12mm in diameter, were drUied 250mm apart in one of the

rectangular sides ,oUhs box. This was done in such a manner that the open

side of the box was adjacent to the side With the .holes (see Figure 4.'1).
Five outriggers made from 2.5mm topper boated welding rods and contoured

in th!t7 same •.manner as the outriggers used err dorsal dyna.rnic splints, were
.,' _" ··(s ... . ·".0 .... :" . . . ... ··0 ·.H

attached to the side with the holes in such a waY\~hat the ~utrlf!9ars were
directly ab6v~ ~ach hole. Smallthermoplastic stopPf~r$ware also attachedto
the outriggers. to maintain the correct alignment~ the traction units. (See

Figure 4.2):

(, li

3
Figure 4.2. Outrigger end ..traction unit from above

2. Five traction units, each consisting of a rubber band (R~plica,size 32) .anda
300rnm piece of fishing line, with a breakage strength of 3,6kg, knotted to

form a 140mr;nloop, Were attached to the box, 25cm from each hole (see
«!. ., .

'\

Figure 4.3).
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~tta.cHment of rubber band to the box

$~r:lctbla.gsof different weights (2 x 100g;, g x 2009; and 2 x 300g) were

fDti:~j~'~redand a fishing clip attached to each sandbag. Since Brand (1987),

~nlyrecqmmended the use of forces below 300g (forces higher than 300g can

"f""'·\il'\l1UIl::it:.l permanent da!'nage to skin and otHer structures), itWas decided to omit

the 4009 and 500g' weights.

As described in Chapter III.

METHOD
The box with the five simulated dynamic splints was placed on a table in such a way

that the researcher Was unable to see the open side.
The traction units were threaded through the holes so that the fistling line loops
passed over the outriggers.

An asslstant randomly attached different sandbags to each fishing line loop without

the researcher seeing which weight was attachec-te which unit (see Figure 4.4).
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Figura 4.4. Sandbags attached to

treetlon units

Th~d,esr~.eof1Elrlsion ofeach traction unit depended on the weight ofll'Ve ~:~dbag.
Th,e.r~$!.1la.rGh~rthen felt each traction unit and tried to determine which "felt right"
($6)e Figure 4.5). (;

Iq
i'

Figure 4.5. The researoher feeling the amount of tension
,I
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An attempt was made to determine (by guessing) which rubber bands were equal in

,_, /.;.

tension as the assistant always ensured that there were at least we)' sandbags. of
identical weight attached to the<)fivefishing lines. The asslstarit recordect"the weight
for each traction unit. A response was correct when. the researcher correotly

identified the weight of the sand bag on the traction unit. Few correct responses for
each traction unit were recorded. Even with the naked eye it was apparent that
rubber band tension on the different traction units were very different, although the
same weight was attached to them. This was possibly due to the difference in length,

thickness and width of the. different rubber bands, which, although from the same
batch, did not have uniform properties. Therefore, the rubber bands were replaced
with ones which were considered to be more equal in length, thickness and width
(from the same batch) and the experiment was repeated.

RESULTS
It was still impossible to consisterf!y identify the traction units which had equal i

weilJhts attached to lI1el1), in spite ofthe rubber bands being more equal !p length, II
thickness and width. The results of this study can be seen in Table 2. In every tria! /,1
the weight which was guessed correctly was marked with a cross.
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TABLE 2

NUMBER OF CORRECT GUESSES OF TENSION FOR EACH TRIAL IN STUDY 2A

Trial ;~ractiO~Unit I 1., 2., 3 , 4 I 5 I c!~::!t:l ?O!CI I
1 Weight in j~ 100 300 200 100 300-------- _ ..-...----- ...-...,.._-_ ....-- ---_... ------ ---- ..._ ---..-... _-- ....--...--- _--- ...-...---

Correct x \ 1 20I~-------r---------'--_""_"'~---+----~~\ :+-----~--~----...--..-..r_--------~I
___ .?.___ ..,{,{:~~b!_~'lJ~... 200 300 300 / 100 200

Correct Ix
-_------ ...-- ------ ...---

1 20

~---------- ------~---
Correct 0 0

4 Weight in 9 300 300 300 300 300-- _-_.... ....__,...,-- - ,--_ - - ro:----- _ ---- ~ ~- - ---- -- --- _
Correct x 1 20

Correct x
5 Weight in g 100 300 100 200 200-....~---;--.~------...---....--- ......_,-.... .... ..-....... -....----- ....--- ---....----...--

20

6 Weight in g 200 200 200 200. 200
-------.. --------- .....---------. '----"'-- ------ -.,--- !---...--- -- ..-- ----_ .........-_.1--.._-------

Correct 0 0

1

7 Weight in g...- ....:.---...r-...----- ....---:-....-------
Correct

100 sao ' 200 200 300----~~ -- ..,..- 1------- ----- 1-•• ----
X 1 20

8 Weight in g 300 200 100 100 300
------ ..-- I---...- ..--~- .....------- ..-- ------ .•--------- ----------

correct 0 0

9 Weight il1 9 200 200 ~100 300 100i------~--r---- ...---- ......-...-------~ -- ..-- ....----- r-'"....-~ --- ...------ ----------
Correct X x 2 40·

10.. Weight in! 9 300 300 100 200 ;00.,....-...._-....- t-----~--~--...f-- .....,..-- ......- ----- f- .......... --. ,,,,"'_'._-- ...........__ ... --.-.--- .....--.... _ ..._...;-_ ........-_

Correct x

.•40 ][lotal correct (out of 20)

1 20

8

SUMMARY OF RESULT~

300 g wa.s correctly i\~entitied in 6 out of a possible 19 instances (31,5%), 200g

weights correctly ident\\fied in 2 out of a possible 18 instances (11%), 100g weights

were never correctly idlsntified.
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DISCUSSION !
DUe to the opinion Of Brand (198~), who re~lo[J\mendS splinting forces 01 betW'*!n
100g and 300g, trie. 400g and 500'9 forces. ysed in' the first study, were omitted. !n

this study only weights of 100g 200gand 3~P9only, were used. As there were five

traetion units, more than one, identical wei~ht was used in each trlal. Toerefore, it
was also possible to determine whether tn~i researcher was able to correctly guess

when two traction units had the $ame\J~{ aunt of ten:sldh {and therefore equal,., 1
-~~. !

As can l:>e~nfromTabl~ 2, the numbe)fcorrect guesses in each trial was limited,
In all but one trial, only 20% (1/5) was gieSSed correctly. It is important to note that

one 300g weight was nearly always cot/eotly identified in each trial, but it.ls apparent

that the researcher could not identify (taction units with identici:lI weights' attached in

the Same trial. In other words, Whenthere was more than one traction un!t with300g,

only one traction unit was consiste ,ttly correctly identified.

f
Since the same tension on equal t faction units could not be identified, the aim of the

study was not being met. This h~~ an important practical implication. Since it meant

that It Could ne~er be as<:lertaine,1/lhal the,. correct amount of tension Was applied to

a flnger when a dynamic splint jr fitted, ..

STUDY 2B 1/

The meth,od US~,din StlJ<;ly 2A,+Chan~ed inth,at filiI;> ~U~,I"weights \sandbags) of
300g were hUn!) onto the. five <llftersnt traction units" The amount of rubber band

elongation was measured inste~~dof the amount of tension.
I

AIM
The aim of this study was to, d,ltermin~ whether there was a difference in length of

stretched rubber bands with '~a1weights Of 300g attached to them"

~\
\\
''l
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~JlETHOD
The assistant hung equal sandbags, all weighing 30.9g, onto each traction unit, The

researcher tried to determine whether the tension of all five of the rubber bands felt

the same. With equal weights, using rtJbber bands which were apparently similar,

the five different traction units did not undergo the same amount of stretching. It was

decided to measure the amount of elorlgation which each traction unit underwent

when a weight of 30.0.9 was attached tolt and compare these lengths.

The following procedure was followed:

1. five rubber bands, Similar in length, thickness and width ',vere qf4-~~• -:.:J to the.... \,_- -_ ,

fishing line loops as.described in Study 2A, page 29; and
\\

2. a 3o.Ogweight was hung onto each traction unit and allowed to elongate fot

30 seconds. The length of'each stretched rubber band was measured in mm,

using a standard ruler, between the place where it was attached to the splint

and the fishing line loop (see Figure 4.6);

3. this was repeated ten times for each rubber band.

Figure 4.6. Measurement of stretched ru,bber band
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RESULTS
The mean .length and stand~rd deviation of the different rubber bande was caloulated

for each traotib&uoit . \
The results are seen in Table $,

TABLE 3
<' •

MEAN LENGTH (mm) OF STRETCIYED RU~38ERBANDS WITH 300g ON EACH

X
SD
Range

'It'::::
!'l-,.,...._

\jO,81mm
1J11
8040 -13.90

II

Rubber band 1 2 3 I>~ 4:j I 5IF===~~==={<,"'-~,~=======*====~~======~*-==-===--==~-~====~I
Meanlength(mn,)" 10,84 12,1.1 9,99 11,25 9,87

I~----~-~~~'~· ~--~--+---~--~--~---+~~-~~~----~I
SO 0,66 0,62 0,79 1,01 2,87
Fiange 9.97~11.$O 11.40-13.80 8.76-11.11 9.90-13.41 8.40-12.65

[I'::::

;;'

DISCUSSION

The statistician reported that the standard deviations for the first four rubber bands
were within acceptable limits. The fifth rucoer band had a standard deviation of2,87

which is an indication of thevariety of measurements obtained with the same weight.

When the average of the five mean lengths was calculated, it was found to be
, 0,81mm with a standard deviation of 1,i1. This meant that the length of the five

stretched rubber bands differ~q even though equal weights were' attached to them.
\;.
\\

However, it was felt that there were stii'! factors that had not been sufficiently
controlled, which could have in'fl~enced the above study, such as whether the rubber
bands were really equal in length, thickness and width, or whether all five rubber
bands had the same initial stanjng IE3I1gth.If these were not equal, they could not be

.~~~

compared to each other.
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" Frorn Study 28 it was found that rubber bands which were ID.9re or lE3ss~ql!al
len9·tn, thickness and Width, did not undergo the same amount of stretching when
I~dentlcalweights were attached to them. This could have been due to the fact that
the rtibbrzfband$n were not equal In all respects or due to other. factors. It was

fishing line and the outrigger cQuld be another

Stl,.ldy 3 was designed to test this hypothesis, taking care to. USe
~1I~~I,i}·~r<;Pjan~ls"","ur,,,, wete equal in .len9th1 thickness and width and which had the
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INTRODUCTION

Since friction over the putrigger appeared to be a major contributing factor to the

unequal stretching of the rubber bands when equal weights were attached to them,

Study :3 was designed to determine whether this was true or not.
o

AIMS

To determine:

1. whether there is friction between the fishing line and the outrigger; and

2. whether friction changes the amount of force exerted ..on the finger.

NULL HYPOTHESIS
There is no friction between the fishing line and the outrigger of the splint.

MATERIALS
1. Three dorsal dynamic PIP extension splints, as described in Chapter HI (page

23).

2. Three laboratory stands, as described in Chapter III (page 24).

3. Three 300g laboratory weights.

4. Three 300mm lengths of nylon fishing line, knotted to form three 140mm loops.

5. Thirty Replica rubber bands, size 32.

To obtain rubber bands which closely resembled each other with regards to their

elasticity, 30 rubber bands were selected in ten sets of three in the following manner:

Three rubber bands were selected from a batch and hung on a horizontal rod, (part

of the laboratory stand). Standard laboratory weights of 300g were hung onto each

band. The bands were allowed to stretch for 30 seconds and were then mear'lred
.,-.-,.~',

(Figure 5.1).
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Ruler

Chuck clamp

Rubber band

300g weight

~
Laboratow stand

Figure 5.1. Measurement of rubber band to group together bands of similar Nmgth.

By a process of elimination, three rubber bands which were similar in length (within

srnrn) when .stretcned by a 300g weight, were grouped together to form a set. This

process was repeated to obtain ten different sets. Each set was kept'ln a separate
i

envelope to ensure that the sets-were not mixed. The lengths of the sets of rubber

bands varied between somm and 120m01.

MEASURING DEVICE
A commercially available vernier caliper which measures up to a maximum of 150mm.

METHOD,
Three splints were clamped horizontally to three laboratory stands. Using the first set
of rubber bands, each band was attached to a fishing line loop to form a traction unit.
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Each unit was then attached, to one ofthe splints. In order to obtain oompara.ble
mea.surements, eaoh rubber bartd .of a.$,at had to be rnarkt9 at the sam~·fdistar1~e

from 'its attaohment to the splint. This was done inthefollowin.g man,8er~a standard
c '

weight of 20g was hooked onto the fishing Une loop of one of the traotion qnits so

that the rubber band Was pulled taut in ';:3. horizontal position, with the ~~hfng tine

passingoverthe outrrgger(see Figure 5.2). (The20g weight was selieoteda$:i~'Wa$

foundfhafitwas the minimum weight which was ne~es$ary to pull the t'l.doPer 'l'iand
taut, withoutlkpPl~ingtension). The same distan6e wasrnarked offfor'ea9h rubber

~,

band of-a set.' "

FIgure 5.2. Marking tne rLlbb~r band
n

The process of marking each rubber band was repeated for all ten traction units

immediately before each experiment was carried out. Due to the fact that the rubber

bands w~rer""-''(xactIY equal in length, the distances from the attecbrneutsforthe
\,'"....-c; .: '~ '.'_-,.-,''''J
\)ferent sets-varied between 90mm and 120mm, but they were equal tor each rUbber
band.In the same set.
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II
fRICTION
Before continuing with the description of the procedure folloWed in this study, the

)J

term friction needs to be defined.

Fricticn· type 1
0'" "'T" ,,_._ -. _, _'"", ,"', ,,','._ _,

The ~feight (300g) wa.shooked on to the f!~hjng line loop! the ijshing HoePa.ss§ldover
the- outrigger· and the weight'was allowed to be.pulled.down further by.the force of

gravity (see Figure 5.S and Figure 504).

Figure 5.3. 300g hooked on fishing line
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Figure 504. The weight was allowed to be fulled down by the force .of gr~'yity

It is important to note that 110TOI'cewas exerted .on the rubber band by the

researcher, as this was supposed to simulate the situation v:her~ a patient is)fitted
with a splint and does not flex thr finger against the pull of the traction unit The

,_.\

rubber band is allowed to exert an extending force on the finger. .Frlctton type 1

enables the measurement of the .amouni of friction present before the outrigger.
,',

Friction wpe 2 '

The weight (300g) was hooked on to the fishing line loop, the fishing line passed over

the outrigger and the weight pulled down by the researcher until the rubber band

touched the outrigger. The rubber ba.nd was then allowed to, slowly return to its

original len~F"l (see Pigure 5.5 and Fi~ure 5.6).

\~I,
\1

( )

\',
"
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Figure 5.5. The Weight is pulled down until- the rubber baqp touches thfiJ outrigger

C.___ ....-

Figure 5.6. -The mbber band is ~lIowed to ret'Jrn to its original length
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This simulated the condition when a patient actively flexes the finger againstthe foroe

of the tra6tion unit. Oil relro<ation, the rubber band will tend to reverHo its orig,lnal
c

state and, t13e finger will be pulled ~~traighter. Friction type" 2 enabled the,
msasu rem en,. t oftl1'e amount otfrictlcn pr\9Sent after the outrigger ... ' '1, . .. ". __ .

Friction type ~).

For control purposes, it.was necessary to compare the amount of stretching of the
tllbber. band in.,situations where frlotlon was present, to stretching of rUbber bands

where. there was no friction. To obtain a situati,on Where there we.s no fil,ption, the
splint! ~;lS turned upside down and the weight hooked onto the' fishing line loop

!

without the fishing line pass1ng over the outrigger: In other words, the traction unit
hung vertiqalfy (see Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.7. No friction present
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Friction type 3 therefore, measured trU6l.lengthening of a rubber band when aweight
was hung onto it, without the presence offriction.
See Table 4 for a summary of the three different types of friction.

TABLE 4

1) TYPES OF FRICTION TESTED IN STUDY 3

1

After the outrigger

TYP~ Friction
..:::::.! Before the outrigger

2

It 3 No friction

METHOD FOB STUDY3 (CONTINUED)

After the set length of the rubber bands had been marked, this length, called tile
starting length of each rubber band, was recorded. One of the splints was selected
and turned upside down on its stand. This splint (named C), was used to measure

the amount of rubber band stretchJ~;gwithout the presence of friction (type 3 friction).
,/

Another splint (named A), was selected and used to measure type 1 friction (friction
before the otJtrigger). The remaining splint (named 6) was used to measure type 2
friction (friction after the outrigger). Three standard 300g weights were hung onto
each of the traction units in the method described above.

The stretched lengths of each rubber bahd were measured and recorded in
mitllmetres using a vernier caliper from the attachment T to the previously marked

point. All weights were removed, the rubber bands wg(e allowed to return to their

original lengths and the weights were re-attacned to the same traction units, using the
same method for each one. The amount of lengthening was measured and recorded
again. This was repeated once more. Th3 three measurements were later used to

calculate a mean value for each type of friction. After the three measurements for the
three different types of friction had been completed J the splints were changed around
in ordt.~rto measure a different type of friction. This was done to eliminate any bias
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which may havebeen present becausTof the use of three different splints. Splint A

WaS used for friction tYP~~\2;splint B for friction type 3 and splint C torfrlctlon type 1.

Thereafter the' s~me procedure as described above was repeated. Three
~. -, -. ',--,.J

measurements fof e~~trof the<ihree different types of friction were obtained and1', .:- --,-="t;- ", - - - - - ' - - !'i

recorded, After,tt'j~')was completed, the splints Were changed around once more, to ,
ensure that each splint was used to measure all three different types "of friction. This
time splint A Was used for friction type 3, splint 8 for friction type 1 and splint C for

friction Wp~ 2.
.:::::.-.

See TablE-I,5 for a summary of the use of each splint in each trial.

lABLE 5

SPLINTS USSD TO ,MEASURE: EACH TYPE OF FRICTION

[ Trial ~ Splint I ,
spn~t.B ]A Splint c 1;-;

-
1 . friction type 1 friction type. 2 friction type 3

2 friction type 3 friction type 1 friction type :2

3 friction type 2 friction type 3 friction .•type 1

The above was carried out with the three rubber bands in set number t. The above
procedure was tben duplicated with the remaining nine sets of rubber bands. 'A total

of 270 measurements were obtained: 30 rubber bands Were measured three times
each for three CUfter'enttypes of friction (30 x 3 x 3 = 270).

RESULTS

In order to determine whether or not-there were any significant differences between
the three types of friction, a 3 x 3 Latin square, repeated ten times) was used. This

method also elil'r.inated possible differer\qes as a result of errors of observation.
!-~- - ;)

The results of the analysis of variance done on a 3 x 3 Latin square basis, can. be
seen in Table 6
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TABLE 6
ANALYSIS OF VAi{IANCE /i

2

Sum of
squares

(ss)

206.4079

,

Common
errors

20 1357,9145 ~7,S957
Ii

F

<0,0001

Factors

Degrees
of

freedom
(eft)

Friction
types

28028,433 14014:217
!fl .,', (,

'* vMSe == 8.24 and estimates the'stanaard deviation
,l'~' ,I' . - - - _-

The calculated F-value was highly significant at a p~O,0001 level. This indicated that
there were significant differences between the three types of friction.

Since the analysis of variance had determined that there were signiffyant diff~rences
,between. the types of friction and that p'oSsi,91edifferences which could have been
ascribed to errors in observation had been' eliminated, itwas subsequently possible

"
to compare the two typ~$ of friction. This,was done to determine whichof the two

types of friction, type 1 or 2 (friction before or friction after the. outrigger), exerted the
i' o

mo(~tfriction. (Type:3 friction was used as a control and did not exert any frlotion at
I':

all. It was, however, used in calculations)..

To compare the different typ~$ of friction, the mean values of the stretched rubber
.bands for each of th~ three different types of friction Were calculated and are .seen
in T~ble 7.
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rA,SLI'1
C" ',~nEANe OFALL THE'FFUCTION.TYPES

,

.....Friction Tjpe [ Mean W;llue ,..

-

135,36Type 1

Type 2

rf'l'~r~a:ftEJr,rns difference between the mean values was calculated using the paired

t:.test. It Was founq that the differenqe between type ~ and type 2. war; the most
signifioant. ($ee Table 8).

Pairsd t-tests were done on the different combinations oUhe three types of friction.
The t..values are also seen in Table S.

Acc'ording to Bonfe~roni (Ne~~rand WasSermann, 1974), the P-value should be
corrected for the number of comparisons made. The more comparisons present, the
smaller thePwaiue should be. In this case, there were three comparisons.

TABLES
PAIRED COMPARISONS OF THREE METHODS TO DETERMINE FRICTION

3 vs 1 22,13

.

Difference
(of means) !-VaIUe P..value .lI.. com~;rlson

2 vs 3 ?1,09 14,02

2 vs 'I 43,22 28,71 <0,0001 *
14,71

<0,0001 *
* P := <O,Oll?l

=
,

Ii.

The calculated P-value was 0,.01;$7 (O,G5 divided by 3 == O,Q167). Therefore, a

P~value less than 0,0167 was sigi!lificant at a 5% level of significan\e.
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This meant that friction was definitely present at the outrigger and that itWould haVe
a significant influence onthe amou~t'of force exerted on a finger.

~/ .. ..... .. ... "

The null hypo\pesis was therefore rejected, .Friction was present between the fishing

line and.the outr!gg:t of a splint.
'c {)~l='- ,\

r.....J

DISCUSSIO~J\\
Study (3 was perforrnecl paying great attentibn to, detail. Each rubber band In a set

was matched as olosely as possiblel the starting length of e,ach rubber band was
carefully recorded and the,$arfe diStances from the attachment on the rubber bands

1;1 . \)

were always compared with each other, All rubbar bands were te:-~~dfor aUthree dif·
'.'

ferent types of friction, ther~fore,· the possibility of rubber bands influencing the
. ... \\ ..

outcome of the study was excluded.

This study clearly indicated that friction of th.s fishing llne over the outrigger plays a

significant role in detlfrnining how much fd~ceis exerteq on a finger by the splint.
.. ~ .. . ~

This was also found by Gyovai and Wright/~bWen in 1992.
;,;'

In drdet to manufactu~,e a. splint 'o/,hich would enabJe ~..~ ~:>lstto measure as
accurately as possible the amount of force, exerted on a fingefj the materials used

needed to be tested to determine which displayed the least amount of friction. This
was undertaken in Study 4. /'.'
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"CH. APTER". I

.STUDY 4 I[ ;~:. -.
INTRODUCTION

(')

/;?
Once itwas determined that friction was d~~1{Iielypresent around the outrigger o'{the

splint, the next step was to determine whether the use of different materials could

degrease the amount of friction between the outrigger and the traction unit.

Two,differenttypesofmaterlals were chcsen; a Teflon covering forthe outrigger and

polyester sewing thread"to replace tna nylon fishing line. The polyester sewing

thread was used to imitat~ unwaxed dental floss, mentioned in the lit~rature (Fess

and Philips 1987). Since polyester sewing thread. can be obtained more easily than

unwaxed dental floss in an occupational therapy section, this was used in Study 4.

AIMS

"

1. To determine whether covering the outrigger with Teflon reduces the amount

of friction; and

2. to determine whether polyester sewing thread causes less friction over the

outrigger than nylon fishing line.

NULL HYPOTHE$ES

1. There is no difference in the amount of friction caused by an outrigger

covered with T&;,on and one without Teflon.

2. There is..no difference in the amount of friction caused by l'lylon fishing line

and polyester s~wing thread.
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MATERIALS

1. Two similar dorsal dynamic PIP extension splints as described in Chapter HI

(page .23),with outriggers shaped to follow the contour of the PIP joints. Small
.pieces of thermoplastic· material were attached. to the outrigger at regular
intervals (approximately tomm apart) to. act as stoppers whtch prevented the
fishing line. or thread from slipping off the outrigger (see Fi~~re 6 which
illustrates a splint which was usedclinicaUy. .Tnetherrnoplasfl« stoppers were

used to correctly align the fishing Une).

Figure 6,

2. Two small pieces (150101x 10mm sticky backe(j Teflon-covered paper

were wrapped around. the of one .of the splints between the
thermopl§istic stoppers of the e}{[)t)llimE:~nta splints.

3. Forty rubber bands selected from ,I batch of size 32 Replica rubber bands
were divided in sets in the same as described in Chapter III (page 23),

This time, however, since four d combinations were. to be tested, ten
sets of four rubber bands were (giving a total of forty rubber bands).
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5.

Two 300mm pieces of nylon 'fishing line with a breakage strength of 3,6kg

which were knotted to form two loops, each t40t\rm fang.
\;-c"_"":

Two 300mm pieces of polyester sewing thread which were also kr"}qtted to

form two loops of 140mm.

Four standard weights of 300g1 as described in Chapter V (page (7).

4.

6.

MEASURING DEVICE

A vernier caliper as described in Chapter V (page S8).

METHOD

The two splints were mounted on the stands in a horizontal position. Two fjshing

line loops were attached to two rubber bands from set number 1 and attached to

splints A and B. The two sewing thread loops were attached to the remaining two

rubber bands from set number 1 and also attached to the two splints. This meant

that there were four different combinations to test:

1. nylon fishing line over a welding rod outrigger;

2. nylon fishing line over a Teflon covered welding rod outrigger;

3. polyester sewing thread over a welding rod outrigger; and

4. polyester sewil'1gthread over a Teflon covered welding rod outrigger.

All four rubber bands were marked at the same distance from the attachment point

in the same manner as described in Study 3 (page 39). In Study 3 it was determined

that friction type 2, (friction after the outrigger), displayed the most friction (see results

of Study 3 on page 47). Therefore this 'method was chosen for the following

experiment. Standard weights of 300g were hooked onto each of the traction units

in such a I),raythat the fishing line and the sewing thread passed over the outriggers.
:1

The weights were pulled down until the rubber bands touched the outriggers. The

weights were allowed to slowly return to their starting lengths, until the weights no
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I.onger movecl. The lengths of the four different stretched rUbber bands were

measured from their attachment point to the previously made marks, using a vernier

caliper.

The measurements.were recorded, after whi¢h the weights were removed and the
(I

ji

procedure repeated twice for each traction unit. This gave three me~surements"fo~.

each combination. After three measurements for each combination were completed,

the rubber bands were removed and replaced wiih anotherset of four similar rubber
. .,

bands. The procedure described above was followed and repeated with the other

eigot sets of rubber bands. A total of 120 measurdlJ;nentswere recorded: ten sets of
)1

rubber bands were measured three times each for rour combinations (10 x 3 X 4 :::

120),

RESULTS

Four combinations were tested:

1. fishing line over a welding rod'61K"igger;

2. fishing line over aTeffcn coated welding rod outrigger;

3. polyester sewing thread over a welding r i outrigger; and

4. polyester sewing thread OVera Teflon coated welding rod outrigger.

The mean of th~\difference between the starting lengths and the stretched lengths of

the rubber bands of the traction units passing over the two different types of

outriggers (Teflon and weldinJ rod) were compared with es-ch other (T vs W). The

same comparison was made for the different types of thread, namely nylon fishing

line and polyester thread (N vs P). Thereafter, the mean of the difference between

starting lengths and stretched lengths of the rubber bands of the two different

outriggers were compared to the different types of thread (outrigger vs thread). An

analysis of variance was undertaken to compare the foul' different materials with each

other in order to determine wh,ether there Were significant differences between the.._.-,........--- ,

four different materials and to ellmlnate.dlfferences which could be ascribed to errors
~/'
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of observation, The results can be-seen in.Table 9.

\1

TABLE 9
c

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TO COMPARE THE FOUR MATERIALS

~c) ~'-=-==-' ___.~. ~==r-=== ~" ..=•.I. ~.'.I~Degr~e$ Sum of Mean
of

Factors freedom Squares Square F P
(at)' (Ss) (mse).

"
\j VS W ·1 .: 6987,30 6987f30 _"I 74,12 0,0001**

Nvs.P 1 431,19 431,19 ·{.'57 0,041"7*

Outrigger 1 42,70 42.70 0.45 015066
vs thread \{j~====~~============~~======~====~========~=======

~O,05 shows a signifiba.rlft .difference betW~e.n the two factors i. ~

~?OOOl .Shows a highly slgnffic.,;nt difference b®Neenth$ two ~~ .

I ; ros-e =. $.71 an~?mates the st~dard d$>1aUon • • r'. >I
\\,

From the above table it is clear that there was a highly significant differen6e

(p=O,0001) on a 1'% level of significance between tlie outrigger coverecfwith Teflon
and the one which was not covered with Teflon.

There was also a signi'ficant difference (p=O,0417) on a 5% level of $ignifjc~nce
between the fif!--'-~9 line a.nd the polyester sewing thread.

-, ./

The p-value for outriggervs thread = 0,5066. Since. this :was larger than .0,05 th~
differenoe was net significant. This meant that it was not possible to quantify the \\
interaction between the type of outrigger and the type of thread and therefore the
rnaterlals needed to be compared separately.

Jj\ .!;
.e.

'>;....

Since the analysis of varianipe had determined that the differences betw60n the
different materials were significant and that possible differences equid not be ascribed
to erro: Jof observation, it was possible to determine which materials performed best.

.\



In order to. do this, the mean length$., rubber bands for the f·o.ut differe9t
materials were calculated. Comparisons were made between the two outrjgg~rs and
between the two types of thread. (See Table 10J.

1 ) ',.... ' _ -: '''. __ ', __ ', _ , __,',_.' _ ',' ,',' _ _," _ ','_. _ ',' ,' __ ,' uSince ~'ilction type 2 (after.the outrigger) was tested, this meentthat the smaller the

mean iength of the rubber band, the less friction was present.

TABLE 10

MEAN LENGTHS(mrn) OF THE RUBBER BANDS FOR THE FOUR M1~TERIALS /;>
rr=======:::::::r===::::::=.;:==========::;::::;:::======:::==r==============9(! r:';f ':. '7~ MaterIal \' = I Mean length /1"

Welding rod outrjgg~rl 182,18 .: ~I:l
t------____;____;--""'7.,.~.---.---...---u1:lI-'l .•------......,___,..--~-.J•.

\\ Welding rod covered with Teflon.1 'v:tO,5,75 .1I---.,r------+--.----.-----------,---t:,~1 ...,.··-~,..---..........--____!I

THREAD Nylon fishing line J'~ ';';,,$&~68 .,

~==~~.=.==~~p=o=!y=e=st=e~.~~wj~=g==th=r~·~~~d========~r======'~';~7=2=·~~'=~-=~==::~-~~j!
:"Z1

OUTRIGGER

In Table 1Q it can be seen that thewelding rod covered with Teflon performed better
'"than the welding rod only. Ny~n fishing line pertctmed better thanthe polyester

'..:,.: ,,-

sewing thread, since the mean ler\?th was smalle.r,. 0 :

DISCUSSION

.Type of outrigger
'~:I,

From Table 9 it i(~clear that there was a highly significant difference between the two
types of outriggers (p=O,0001).

Since the mean length of the rubber bands of the traction unit passing over the '
Teflon covered welding rod outrigger was the smallest (see Table 10), it meant that
the friction was least in this instance. The reason for thi§ is that friction used in this .'

study, was type 2 (friction after the outrigger, where the weigh;'!is pulled down and, '
allowed to slowly move back to its starting position). In type 2 friction it fqllowed that
the shorter the length of the stretched rubber band, the less friction was present
between the outrigger and the thread.: (The easier it was for the rubber band to
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return to its Origihal length after it had been stretched, the I~ss friction .WfJ.S present).
e, '\.." •.

Ir,\\ '

\\

For the salTlffi' reason, the nylon fishing line was also found to perform better than the
polyester sewing threaq;' as,:.the/mean length of the rubber bands attached to. the

:' ," ..,',< { '.\. ",:' i

fit~ing line was less il)an th~t oHhe rubb~rbands attached to the polyester st)~\ing

thread (see Table 10). Since there was a significant difference (p==O,0417) betwe!;)n
the two type? of thread (see Taple 9), it could. be d~ducted that nylon fishing Une

causes less friction tha'l\\>polyester sewing thread.

This meant that the null hypotheses ,'~~stat!9d on page 49 should be rejected,
. 0 ~f

namely; .'
1. there is no 'difference in the amount of frlction caused by an outrigger covered

with 1.eflon and one without T~.flon;and
2. there 1$ no difference In the amount of friction caused b~lnylon fishing line and

polyester sewing thread.

The results of this .study indicate that in order to decrease the friction between the

outrigger and the traction unit, the outrigger should be covered in Tefl~rl and fishing
\ . .,:"

line should be used as. part of the traction unit.

I)
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[ . ;CHAPTER VII

STUDY.S

Although it was found mat an outrigger made from a Teflon covered welding rod and
a traction' ,unit mage from nylon fishing lin~.caused: the feast amount of frictiony.a
number ofprcbl~ms still.made the splint impractical for clinical use. These problems

could b~~grouped undertwb headings, those associated with the outrig,ger and those
associated with the traction force (rubber bands).

'I)

The rubber bands used· in all the stlJdies were unreliable atld inconsistent. This

,. . !) .. : .... . ;~'."";,.

Problems w.,~h,the traction force5.1

meant that it was not possible to determine aocurately the amount of force exerted
. on the finger, hence itwas still a matter of guess work.

The methods used to overcome this problem are discussed below:

5.1.1 Inconsistent and unreliable rubber ,bands

In an attempt' toOdetermine the Tprce e~rted bV the rubber bands, a stress-strain
1.\ .,

curve was recorded for five different ruober bands from the same batch using
Hooke's apparatus available at the Pretoria Teohnlcon,
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Graph 1. Stress VS. strain CUNe

This curve demonstrates how much a rubber band would lengthen it an increasing

force was applied to it. The starting length was 10Qmm.

Since the force exerted on a fingel' by a rubber band is determined by its starting

length, thickness and width, the curve could be used to ascertain how much a rubber
band should lengthen when a specific force was required.

5.1.2 Use of the stress-strain curve

The 'method used to calculate the extent to which a rubber band had to lengthen to
exert a specific load (force) on a finger, is described below:
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"f' If(! < \1
The stress-strain curve from graJ=!J:{1(where the y..axis dlsplays load in Newton
and the x-axls the extension oTthe rubber band in millimetres} was transposed
onto a second < graph, the load vs extension curve (see Graph 2).

1.

1,76

7J 1,46o
!Jl
rtI
A
~ 1,11 -
~
.~ o,aa
'g
S 0,58

0,29

.120 140 180 200

Ext~nsion in millimeter

Graph 2. Load VS. extension CUNe

In the second graph the load in Megapascal is displayed on the y-axls and

extension of the rubber band ih millimetres on the X-axis.
2, The thickness and width of the rubber band were determined using a standard

vernier caliper. The area. of load of the rubber band was calculated by
multiplying thickness by width (area == thickness x width).

3. Once the amount of force required for the splintwas known, it was possible
to calculate the number of Newton (N) using the following equation:

Newton (N) = 1kg ).(gravitational acceleration
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Therefore: N grams load x 9,a1
1000

4. The number of megapascals were then calculated by dividing the Newtons by

the area of load:

Megapascals =
Newtons
area:of load

5. From the Load vs Extension curve, on graph 2, .the Megapascal v~lue was
>." .. .. .... " .. \ .." ...." .... -', '\

found on the y-axis. A horizontal line was drawn at this point and where the
line cur the curve, a ve'l~icalline was grawn which enabled the researcher to

, ''-', /; .. -'-"~::y\

read off how fDuch the rubber bancfhad t1rlerrgthen to obtain that Iqad. (See

Graph 3)

1,76

1,46

1,17.

0,29 t
I

(J
jf

0,58

120 140 160 180 200

Extertsiort in millimeter.

Graph 3. Load VS. extension CUNt> showing the required

lengthening of a rubber band.
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o
6. After 100mm was marked on the rubber band; it was stretched to" the

GJ

extension value read-off Graph 2,

7. This length would theQ ensure that the pre-determined foroe was exerted on.
the fingerr?providing the rubber band hung freely or did not pass over an

outrigger.

The method is illustrated by the foll(jwing example:

Say that a force/load of 3009 was required, using a rubber band whioh is 1mm thick,

2,5mm Wide and has a starting length oft OOmm:

1. N := grams load x 9,81
VjOO

== sao. x981
1000 '

== 2.943

2. Calculate Area of Load (A) A thickness x width

== 1 x 2,6mrn

== 25,

3. Calculate Megapasoals (Mp) Mp ;;: NeVI/ton
Area of Load

;;: 2,943
2,5

== 1,1772

4. Using graph 3, read off the required'iengthening for a l~'\adof 1,1772Mp.

Lengthening::;:: 161mrn

The method described above could be used in a cllnlcal setting, although it is.fairly
time consuming. 'However, there was another problem, namely that the method

described above could only be used in a high profile splint, where the traction unit
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did not have to pass over an outrigger. No allowances.were made for the presence
of frlotlon Over an outrigger, which could alter the amount ofJ9rce exerted on the
finger. o

Furthermore, the 'ba!cula.tions.were very time consur:::lhg and compticated. Sin©.ethe
-;;... . . .. i

instrumentre.;uired t6'Uiraw the stress vs, strain curve was also not eeslly available,
-;' -"

the practical u.se"fthe above.calculeftons was limited, EVen if the calculations could

be simplified 'and allowances made for friction. the rubt~e)'bands were still unreliable.
They could not provide a co~~tant, repeata.gle force, therefore another, more reliablE}
traction force had to be found.

5.1..3 Use of tension springs

Since·tensibn springs were peincl\described and used elsewhere (Rouzaud

and Allieu (1987), Fess and Philips (1981)), it was decided. to u'Se tension
sprihgs il) further·exp~riments.
According to Breger~Lee and Buford (1991);

"•.•Springs are more durable, .shelf life is excellemt and they provide a.;consistent
and control/ed fo{c~••. (Springs) demonstrate n~gligiblecreep and hysteresis
and no detectable fatigue". (Hand Clinics 7 p. /;;72) .

The researcher discussed her needs with a manufacturer of tension springs
(STARCO SPRINGS, see appendix 1) who suggested that-he manufacture a

'\

batch of 200 springs with the following speciii~ations:
, .' . ~ \

"
* stainless steel (woulCir no~ rust when used)

\\ . ,-' ,,' /'.~
53mm in length (to (eiilVe enough space for elongation on a splint)
5mm in diameter (to make them larger would be impractical)
initial tension of 50g (all springs have an initiattenslon)

loops at either end .(to facilitate attachment to splint and fishing line
loop)
tension of the springs being 3g/mm (the spring lengthens 20mm for
every 60g applied to it)

*
*
*
'*

*
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Graph 4. Force ~/ongation curve for tension spring:":

From the graph it can be seen that toe springs hav~ a Iinear':acc1ileratiOn,

which' is more reliable than the curved acceleration characterlstic of rubber

bands. (See Graph 1 and Graph 4).

II
Stainless steel springs wereli~herefore used in subsequent experiments ..

5.2 PrObffl,I11S.with the outrigger

TWd problems were experienced:

1. Teflon paper used in Study 4 was not suitable for clinical use; and

2. the nylon fishing lin~ slipped easily and got caught between ~he
thermoplastic stopper and the outrigger.

These problems were addressed as,follows:

c
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o

5.2.1 Teflon paper used:ll':) StU(jy 4 was not suitable 'for clinIcal use

The reason for this was that it was difficult to get the paper to stick to the

outrigger. '?nce itwas attachb'<,lto the outrigger, it u~raveHed after the splint
had been used for a few hour~.. Various $pJutions· to this problem were

'( '. ,'. ". . . . . - - - - - -\\:}\.") _.:, - - - ._ -:'

discus§led ~nd pursued. Tefl~q wheels1 .speciall(v'turned"'tubes 0f Teflon and
~~- _ _..- __ '.> _ .. ,_ _:'\.J __ .: .,... _. (; _ _ _ .'. _.,\ ...-.... ' _,'. ,' .,,:- >

a whole outrigger made out of Teflon were suggested, but discardedl due to
logiStical reasor~~and the prclhibitive cost. 'fA quote obtained forTaflon wheels
was R12 per'yvh@el).

A solution was found by coating the outrigger with Graffitix paint containing

Teflon manutactured by Amalgamate~ Chemical j.,ndustries.. ThiS. pair+"'~~s
specifically developed fori the covering of graffiti prone walls and s)ht~~n

contains Teflon, it was used to Goat the copper welding rods instead of the
Teflon paper. However, this paint needed ten to fourteen days to drY
completely before being' used.

5.2.2 Slipping of the nvlol",fishing line.
t ,"- ','.' , , , " ':r-

Since ihe outrigger was shaped to ,follow the contour of the 'PIP joints (see
(~ , , "\

Figure 6), thermoplastic stoppers were needed to prevent the fishing line from
slipping off the outrigger. ()
However, this became more of a problem once the outrigger was coated with
Teflon because it became more slippery and the fishing line easily got c~!.lght
between the stopper and the welding rod. Therefore there was an/Increase in
friction, instead of a decrease.
In order to decrease the slipping of the fishing line, a stepped outrigger was

made and tested. A welding rOdWas first coated with a primer, left to ~tY and
painted with a layer of Graffitex paint. The paint was allowed to dry for 2
weeks (as advised by the manufacturer) and then the welding rod Wasshaped

"
into a stepped outrigger, USinga jig. The jig consisted of a small metal plate,

o
50mm x 80mrn in size, two small pieces of a metal raul amm in diameter and
a square. piece of 2mm 4hick metal were welded onto the plate. This jig

r..
jI'Ij
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" D

" '. '. _ '. ....... ,' .', . . ,'. . . , _,' ',,', . " .' "'_: _,_ ,'_, _.' ,. ilf

enabled the outrigger to be shaped insteps, as can be seen. inFlgure'7,:1.

/)

Figure 7:1. The stepped outrigger

The splint with the stepped outrigger, covered with Graffitex paint. was tested in the

clinical section at Ga-R.ankuwahospital to detennlne whether these Were acceptable

solutions to the above problems\~lunfortuhateIY, two further problems arose:

i) the Graffitex paint t~nded to flake off where it had not been applied

evenly; and

ll) the fi~hing line still tended to slip O~( the outrigger despite the newly

designed steps.

The first problem was solved by dipping the welding rod into the Graffitex paint

instead of applying it wit~, a paint brush.

,F i

The second problem necessitated the re-introduction of thjerrrioplastic stoppers (see
/j

Figure 7.2) whereas it was hoped that these could be discarded because the fishing

line could still get caught between the stopper and the welding rod.
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Figure 7.2.. THe sfepped ollt/igger with thermoplastio ~.toppsis
o

',. ... . ...« . () ... ,{;?
A more acceptable and workabJe solution .had to be fQund, A tor-zlwas s9ughf\vhich

could b~ u~~edDtomake a small notch in the outrIgger. Thi~=proved't6be impos$,ible,

as no tool was both fine and strong epough to ,a.phievethis, Furth'rmQre)'~Hers use~
. .". -': ,<' _! .' ,,' .. " .', . \1 ',' ,'>(),;c

to bend a notch in the welding rod c~used .'1sharp nick in the rod, This was UfF

acceptJ1blel as the fishing line would then fray and tear due to the sharp notchoonce

it had moved over the outrigger a few times.

I)
1/
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Figure .7~3:Jig, developed to' make notches. in the"welding rod

With this jig it was posSible to bend ~l~,5mmco'pper coated wel'din@ fod to form
as many notshes as necessary, The depth of the notches as well qS the 2istance
;betweeo~;themf could be· v:ari'ed (see Figure 7.4). TheiJnotch itself was completely

smooth, causing no fraying of the fishing line. (A cfetailed drawing of the 1,ig is found

in Appendix 2),

Fig 7.4. The notches In the welding rod, made by the jig
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At about t~~.sametime as when the jig Wasbeing de"eIQped~the ~pl1l1tl<l1gcdmpa~y,r"
Smith and Nephew,. intrQduced a new method of dynamic splinting, u~ingROL~~ 0

" ".' , . . .. \\.

ADJUs.rABkEOUTRIGGERSY~TEMS.The outrigg~r system consists of an ext$l}dei
rod, a Pi~p~pf ,outrigger"wire and a rod ?lojuster': The stainless steel rods have a
number otaav~nt~ges: the~~,a~~adjustable in IEI;hgth~an~hei§ht, accq~ing. to ,the ,:1,

(j . . . '..' ' . 'contour. of th~ hand, they are smoothand easy tq attach to the. splint base, they,do
,~ . . ..... . " _. ~ ,~; .i ,,~': "".. "):; -: ",;;: ,0"j ,,:,,' . " ,.: f~,'- '''''' - G

'hofrequire any thermoplastic stoppers and look heflt and,}prqf~si>~.:mal.
/ ./" -- - ---- ', ...) '_. - >t\\:J

t>

"Due "to the fact tgaftt)es~ systems ha~.to beJm,~orte,p, they pr4lved to ,be to~.

'-expensive,. ~.9w~ver, a(~~uth African,engineer,i/~tMJ Blel'~Ch"from Spectra~Madic
(see~peEmdix 1)I modified the outriggeroesign sli9htly to avoid breach of copyright

,'-- '}~-.,,'_'-- -. _ ,,', - - .: ',"" -;: -. '_ " , r;" " : _ 'i. .. /',__ _', _ _ __ ',' S:, __ ".: _ '_ .,' _ I'

and marketed an adIustable outrigger system slf.Oilarto)he ~blYfln syste,m, ~Fee .
F' Ol()·. ["71'".1\ \,,",. 19ure.!ii1.0 on .page .t;i' . i!' '. "'I'\YC-",

n

';:-;, __ " _.>,,', _ () _ " _ ",',',. _', ,.,' ',' __ -: '>, >:-'-_, ,, __ . ,_ _ _ ,.', ')'} ,,:0
The, $pectra ..Medic system consists of a stainle~s steel oldtriggel', a sta!n).es,~i'steelrod
and -an alumlriiClm ~H()yrotating disc, As this sy~fem.was..ava.i.fqP!l!)r(ibcar1Y. a;d <

/_ ;)se(:;)mea to display rnc.\nyben..~fitsfO'rdynamic splinting: it Was compared to a system
', __// __ - - - - ,,_ - - - _. ,,", -, - - - '_ ',' - (_~ •__,",' ",' . i,j' ,', '. ,.,0 <.::<).;

using a Welding rod: This study is described ih ChapterVHI.



',.,'=_CHAPTER VIII

!/ ~:= STUDY6
,._••...••••••.••••.•.•••.'••.•.•':..~:J[ •.•...•..•.•.•.•••.' ••=':

INTRODUCTION

As the Spectra-Medic oCltrigger system seemed to have apparent advantages over::~~t:~:~rod outriggers, it w~(;;rss~to sCleritlfloaUY Vll1t'ts these

1/ ~",,~ I

The aim of this study was to compare two different;ol~igger systems, welding rod

and Spectra-Medic, to determine which one was the~,J'Ylostefficient, using the
~

following determinants: '\,~
1. cost

.~,

2. accuracy .of positioning
3. friction over the outrigger
4. disadvantages/problems experienced.

1. COST

TABLE 11

COMPARISON IN COST: WELDING ROD VS SPECTRA-MEDIC SYSTEM (1990)

[ ~p~ OF OUTR~GGER (for four fl~gers), COST

Speotra-Medic system

RO.30z.smm Copper coated weldlog rod

R3S.60

As can be seen from Table 11, the welding rod costs considerably less than the
Spectra-Medic system and therefore may be the material of choice. However, it is the

---.-----------"---------------,""-----, ...-.~'<,,~~,---~,";l?hapter8
c-,
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researcher's opinion tt'latcost alone should not determine which outrigger should be
used. Other factors should also be considered before a deolslon is made as to which
type of outrigger to use.

2. ACCURACYOFPOSITIONING

The Spectra-Medic system consists of four separate outriggers. Therefore it Was
easier to accurately position the different outriggers, ensuring a 90 degree angle of

I'

pun for each finger; This is clinically important when the maximum passive extensi6j!
G( the PIP Joints of the four different fingers is ~k>t equal. The outriggers [ban til
adjusted by simply roleasing the small nut with an Alan key, adjusting the length
and/or angle of the rod and tightening the nut.

Adjustment of the welding rod outrigger is more difficult and less accurate, as 6ne
outrigger is used for four fingers. Should there be a difference in the passive mobility
of the PIP joints, separate outriggers need to be ..manufactured, so that the .stiffer

finger joints are splinted on their own. Once the passive mobility of the stiffer joints
are equal to the other fingers, traction on all four fingers can be exerted using one
outrigger. This means that improvement in some finger joints may be delayed, whilst
waiting for the stiffer joints to gain mobility, Clinically therefore, in this aspect, the
Spectra-Medic system is a better system,

3, FRICTION BETWEEN 1HE FISH_!NGLINE AND THE OUTRIGGER

Study 5 established that friction over the oytrigger was a. factor to consider when
using dynamic splints. It was therefore necessary to ascertain whether the Spectra-
Medic system displayed less friction than the welding rod outrigger.

The next study was designed to determine whether there was a difference between
the amount of friction displayed by the two outrigger systems. This study was similar.
to tile study described in Chapter VI (page 49), except that the pre-made tension
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springs'were used instead of the rubber bands, used 10 the; previpus studies. The
/ \ - '_ __ - ~,,__ : __ ' :"1" _ - - .:'

reason fortl1is.wasthat they were far more reh~Jle and et)ns,l~~~ntthanrubberbands
(Breger-Lee 'Und ~Ufbrd",.19S~).S,ino$ allt$l1siotl sprfn~s Were ul1tforjlf'}'in length and

tension, ,itw~ hPl.'m,eOeS$$;ryto makEi up sets of ~prrhgS!. as,lr1.thlg oas~ of the rubber
bands. ,. ". ' " " ".~

IAIMS

1. 'To oeterrFiJm'~ which of the twoi'outrigg:er systems, welding rod or the
,.:.,: ..... ,_0, . .: "',','_ ':, _",'

Spectt~"'Medic.; displayed .,the least amount of friction.

2. To det~rrnine whethe~ Teflon paint reduced the amount of friction between the
'0

fishing.Hne and the outriggers,

NULL HYPOTHESES

'1. J,here is no difference in friotion over the outrigger using a copper coated
welding rod or the Spectr1i1-Medi6system,

2. An outrigger coated with Teflon paint does not display less friction thah one
without a covering of Teflon

MATERIALS

1. Two dorsal dynamic finger extension splint ",res, as.deserlbed in Study 1

(page 23). One base was fitted with two outrigg~rs made from 2,5mm copper

coated welding rods (Figure 8.1).
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Fi,gure ,B.1~ The VNO coppet~coated welding .rod outriggers mounted ohto

one splint base. gne notch was dipped in Teflon paint.

Notches were made in both welding rods using the jig described in ChapterVII (page
c. /i'

66), One of the outriggers was dipped into the Teflon paint (see Figure,~8.2) and v

allowed to dry for two weeks before it.was mounted onto the splint base whilst the

other was left uncoated,

Figure 8.2. A notoh is dipped into Teflon
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The other base was fitted,with two 'Spectra-Medic outrigger systems, One of the

stainf.ess steil rods was dipped into Te!lon paint and allowed to dry; for two weeks
before it was '.~ounted onto the splint base and the other was left uncoateq (Figure

:\1" .. '. . ... \( (~

8.3).

lie
i::;~J~'C,,_.c--

, , ,~"fifriggtJr$,one of which wa~?
: :;<;<~\ , '- ';JL.
, 1')1¥~fr"'~';".: '!)aint.

cc-' _" "_" c.: ,.....,'-',:; ..::~>.;.~.:.,.,"'i_ .; •.\,-;-

../ . ;:'~'-:>"-':<:,~;:~'-";:::
Eight tension springs, 5mm in diGiTI'eter;'~Silllrl in length with an initial tension
of 50g and loops on both ends, "rt;)eteri~lon 6f the springs WaS 3£llmm.,' The
tension springs were rnanufaotured by STAROOSPRINGS, Johannesburg (see
Appendix 1). The eight springs were randomly selected (by choosing eight

sprin9s out of a box) from a batch of 200 and numbered from 1 tt:> 8.
3. Four SOOmm lengths of nylon fishing llne with a breakage strength of 3,okg,

Figure 8.3.

2.

5.

knotted JO form four 140mm loops.
Two standard laboratory. stands a~d chuck clamps as described in Chapter III

\1 .

(page 24).

Four standard laboratory weightsl of 300g each, as described in Chapter V

(page 37).

4.
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Measuring instruments

A vernier cailper as described in Chapter V (page 38).

Method
The two splints were mounted horizontaHy onto the two sta.nCls'~oytniE)ans"af two,.. '. . ". '" 0
chuck clamps.

'.I
The outriggers were numbered as foilows:

Welding rod only A
Welding rod with Teflqn paint B
Spectra.;iMedic with Teflon paint C

Spectra-Medic only D
The starting length, .:wbich is the stretched length of a free. hanging spring with a

/"., '. ' . ... . '.' .
weight of 300g attached to it, was determined for the first four springs (numbers 1 to

4): This was, undertaken in the following manner:
The spring was hoOked onto a small horjr"'_:\'~1bar, which is part of the chuck clamp.

( ?' ,

A weight of 300g was attaohed to the bp(\"t,rrlloop, the spring was allowed to stretch

and when there was no more movement, the stretched spring was measured. (8.ee

Figure 8.4). These lengths were recorded. ') c

C

()
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Figure 8.4. Determining the

starting length f{f
n

ar;freo-hanging
spring

(). " '. . ..... :, ,", _ ',_ _ ,'_,'__.': __ _',_ __,' ,.",'_ ~:/1 -o

Thereafter, each spring was attached to a fishing line loop to form. tour traction units,- - - - - " - --,' - '-

o

Two traction unitS''Wereattached to each splint in such a manner that they all passed
over a·different outrigger:

Spring 1: outrigger A
Spring 2: outrigger B

Spring 3: outrigger c
Spring 4: outrigger 0

rl o

A 300g Weight was attached to each fishing line loop, the fishing line guided over the
~)

outrigger and the weight allowed to be pull~d dowh by the force of gravity.
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Figure 8,5. 300g attached to one of the fishing line loops 6

This method is also described in Study 3,as friction before the outrigger. (Friction

type 1)

Figure 8.6, Friction type 1: The weight is allowed to be pulled down by the

force of gravity
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The elongated springs were rpeasured with a vernier caliper and recorded. See

Figure 8..7

Figure 8.7. Using the vernier caliper to measure the elongation
of the weighted springs

Thewsights were removed and the process repeated five times for each traction unit;'

as advised by the statistician.

Once this first trial was completed, each traction unit was removed from the frrs~

outrigger and attached .to the next one in the following sequence:

Spring 1 to outrigger B

Spring 2 to outrigger G

Spring 3 to outrigger D

Spring 4to outtlgger.A

The measurements were repeated five times and recorded. In order to ensure that

all the traction units were tested on each outrigger, all traction urlJts were attached

to all the outriggElrs. See Table 12 for the sequence 41Sed. The springs -.are

numbered from one to four.
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TABLE.12

SEQUENCE OF SPRINGS AND OUTRIGGERS (1)

AOutriggers B

2

1

4

3
"

3

tst Trial 1 .

2nd Trial 4
3rd Trial

4th Tria!

,',
C D

3 4

2 3

1 2v..

4 1

After the first four springs had all been measured, t~.esecond four springs ,(numbers

five to eight) were measured in the same manner as described above. The sequence

followed for the second group of four springs can be seen in Table 13.

TABLE 13

SEQUENCE OF SPRINGS AND OUTRIGGERS (2)

·1 Outriggers I A I B I c ,J D I
tst Trial 5 6 7 8

2nd Trial 8 5 6 7
"

3rd Trial 7 8 5 6-
4th Trial 6 7 ,. 8 5

The procedure above descrices the testing of friction before. the outriggers. Using

the same springs and following the same sequence, friction after the outrigger VI,las

tested in the following manner;

After the weight had been attached to the fishing line loop, it was passed over the

outrigger and the weight was pulled down until the spring was elongated to 15001m

and allowed to move back slowly. A distance of 150mm was selected as this was

three times the resting length of the spring. This also meant that all four springswere

always elongated (stretched) to the same distance. Once the springs stopped

moving, the elongated springs were measured with a' vernier caliper and the

measurements recorded.
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A total of 320 measurements for each outrigger were obtained (160 times for friction
before the outriglger and 160 times for friction after the outrigger).

o

RESULTS

Two different types of friction were tested) Hiption befo.re the .outrigger and friction
after the outrigger. ThetQ;san of the. difference between the starting lengths of the
tension springs (starting values) and the stretched lengths of the tension springs

(observed values) were calculated for each type of friction and for each type of
outrigger.

Results for friction before the outrigger will be discussed firsf (see.Table 14).

TABLE 14

MEAN OF THE DiFFERENCES IN TENSION SPRING LENGTH OF THE: FOUR~ .. . . . ,

DIFFERENT OUTRIGGERS (FRICTION BEFORE THE OUTRIGGER)
.

D Spectra~Medic only 21.15

Outrigger Mean difference (in mm)

A Welding rod only

B Welding rod with Teflon paint

C Spectra~Medic with Teflon paint

'c:J'
The outrigger with the smallest mean difference displayed the least amount of friction.
From Table 14 it can be seen that outrigger 0, Spectra~Medic with Teflon paint
psrforms best, as the mean difference between starting lengths and stretched lengths
of the tension springs was the smallest.

To determine whether the differences between the outriggers were significant, the p-
values were calculated for the cornparlsons between the different outriggers. These
are shown in Table 15.
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TABLe 15'

=
, , , , Dss~ript,ion

Bvs ..C
-

Welding rod with Teflon VS. stainless steel
wIth reflon "

0,3752

A vs, B Welding roqonly vs, welding rod'withTsfion o,oooi "
A vs, C Welding rod only vs. stainless steel with

Te'~lon
0,0001*

A vs . .[> ',Welding rod only vs. stainless steel only 0,0225*

B vs. [}) ,Welding rod with Teflon vs: stainless st~et
only, (\"

0,0002*

CVs. D Staf~tess steel with Teflon VS. $·tainles$steel
only , ,'J

0,0001'*

J
The calculated p~yaluesfotaHthe comparisons, except for the two cbated withTeflon,
were. less than 0106: indicating that there was a significant difference between ,.the
mean differences .aian the outriggers at a 5% le~el of significance. This meantJhat
a Teflon covering makes a difference in the amount of friction between an outrigger
and a fishing line, The p-valuefor B ve C, the ~o outriggers coated with Teflon,was

0,3752. Therefore ther~was no signifioant differ.:'I>~i~ebetween the values fo(,these
two outriggers at a 5% le~el of significance.

For friction .aftel'the ol.jtrigger, the same statistical analysis was used to"''cIetermine
whether there was 'a dl.fferencein tha amount off~iction displayed by the four different
outriggers. the mean of the differen~e between the starting valuesand the observed
values were calCulated for each outrigger system.
The results can be seen in Table 1.6.

c:
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TABLE 1,6· . 'I" ': r-
MEAN OF THE. DIFFERENCES IN TENSION·SPRING LENGTH FOB. TRE FOU~\} ,
DIFFERENT OUTRIGGERS (FRICTION AFTER THE OUTRIGGER) .~

"

.)Mean difference (in rum)
()

IA Welding rod ,only )

i'

10.73
','

8 Welding rod with Teflon paint 1.93'~~"-,~,I----~'----------------~--~I
C Spectra-Medic with Teflon"paint i 3.15 (J

~D==s=pe=c=tr=a=-M=e=q=ic=o=n=ly================~======~G=8=.0=3======~

The outdgger with the smallest mean difference displayed the least amount of friction.
Frorh"TabJe16 itban be seen that outrigger B performed best, as the mean difference

was the smallest

To determine whether the differences between th~eoutriggers were significant, the p-
values were calculated for the comparisons between the different outriggers. These
are shown in Table 17

TABLE 17

P~VALUESFOA EACH COMPARISON (FRICTIONAFTER THE OUTRIGGER)

P Values 'J
0,2639

Description

Welding rod with Teflon vs, stainless steel
with Teflon

Welding rod only vs. welding rod with TeflonAvs. B 0,0,001*
Welding rod only VS.stainless steel with
Teflon '::J

Avs. C 0,0001 *

Welding rod only vs. stainless steel only 0,0146*~----------~~---------~I
Welding rod with Teflon vs, stainless steel 0,0001 *
only ,

Avs. D

Bvs. D

C vs. D «;" \1\\ Sonta,yinleSSsteel with Teflon vs. sta.inless steel ~ 0,0001 *

lk::
===========- ========:====::;=i:=::;::=-='===-======'~Jjj1I ~P<O,05 J

... -;:_~,:;:==={J=-=========::!I
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The calculated p-values for all the comparisons, except Band Qy were extremely
Sl1)all,indicating that.thers was a highly significant difference on a 5% level between
the mean' differences of aU the outriggers, except B and C. Both Band C were

. . - - - t'

outriggers.which had a Teflon coating, therefore, it can be concluded that a Teflon
covering makes a difference to the amount (:Iffriction between the outrigger and the
fishing line. The p-value for B vs C of the two outriggers coated with Teflon, was
0,2639. As this is greater than 0)001) this meant that there was no significant
difference between the two outriggers on a5% level of significance. This confirmed

the results of StUdy 4. ()

DISCUSSION

Both studies (frictio~(:~'~forethe olJtrigger and friction after the outrigger). conflrm'that
there was no significant glfference between the friction caused by the Teflon covered
welding rod outrigger (;and that caused by the Teflon covered Spectra~Medic
outrigger. The first null hypothesis stated in the beginning of this study (page 70) is

therefore accepted, i.~. there is no significant difference in friction between the
welding rod 'outrigger and the Spectra-Medic outrigger, provided they were coated
with Teflon paint.

The second null hypothesis was rejected at a 5% level of significance. There was a
i,l. .. ,

significant difference in the amount of friction displayed by an outrigger coated with

Teflon paint and one without ·~eflon. The Teflon coated outriggers displayed the least
'i r

amount of friction. \\.
J/u

This study was published in the Journal of Hand Therapy 6: S04 uSOS, 1993.
i

4. OTHER DISAD~~TAGES/PROBLEMS

One of the problems experienced with the Spectra-Medic outrigger was that the
stainless steel rod became loose after the patient had been wearing the splint for a
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few days. Siomehow itwas not possible to tighten .~henut sufficiently to prevent this
from hapPsllirlg. Thiswas a major disadvantage, as this. meant that the angle of pull

((

would not ~llways be correct, making the splitlt less effectivt..\ (n some casesAhe
(.

splint could actually do more harm than good, if the angle of pull waS not oonect
throughoufthe period that-the splint was worn.

Another potential problem with the Spectra~Medic outri.gger system was that it is only
obtainable from one firm, therefore continued availability' cannot be guaranteed.
Welding rods are easily obtainable from a variety of sources, ego directly from the
rpanufacturE~r$,Afrox (pty) Ltd (see Appendix i), or from most hardware store:" As

\1
the welding rods are used in a large variety of industries, it is very unlikely that
welding rods will ever be difficult to obtain in the future,

When the welding rod is used as an outrigger, the clinical area should have a Jig with
which to band the notches allowing the fishing line free movement. These jigs will

r:

need to be ,made for each occupational therapy sl,tion, w~ich could be a problem
,)

due to cost, but once a section possesses a jig, it would be used to make notches
in all the outriggers. (See Appendix 2 for detailed drawings).

(0'

DISCUSS:ION

The results of the last study indicate that a coating of Teflon over an outrigger made
from either stainless steel or copper coated iron, significantly reduces the friction
between the fishing line and the outrigger. However, the Teflon paint should be
allowed to dry for ten to 14 days prior to being used as an outrigger. This may be
lmpractlcal in a clinical situation, but the problem may be overcome if the outriggers
are dipped in the paint as soon as they are delivered to the occupational thera.py
department and only used 14 days later, If the welding-fad outriggers are used,
these can also be pre-notched before being dipped in the paint. The distance
between the fingers determines the distance between the notches: the larger the
hand, the larger the distance between the notches. For a smaller hand, the distance
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between the notches needs to be smaller. Outriggers ca.3<he pre-notched in three
1\

different sizes, ready for the theraplstto select the correct on~ wMlen·needed.· Since

it was found tha.tthere Was no significant di.fference in the ariiount of fr,iction between
the fishing line and eitHer of themo types of outriggers, the other aspects whioh have
already been discussed, should also be considered. A summary is seen in Tabfe 18.

TABL.E'18
COMPARISON BETWEEN WELDING ROD OUTRIGGER AND THE SPECTRA ..MEDIC
SYSTEM

ilaracteristic$ Welding Rod =.,
Cost

Accuracy of
positioning

Friction

Disadvantages

* more
expensive

* cheaper

* difficult if therapist is * easier, due to
inexperienced .: adjustability

'* same * samer-------------~----------~--* fingers with varying passive * outrigger
range of motion difficult to splint works
at the same time

Obtainability * freely available * from one firm
only

Jig * not necessary

Advantages

* necessary

* cost effective,
* durable and strong
'''_

* looks very
i professional

*l'YCIoes not rust
"'\
"Z\~\,'

Based upon the abov\~ information, neither of the two types of outriggers'nas a
distinct advantage over the other.

The mujor advantages of the welding rod outrigger are the. cost, availability, durability
and the shorter time it takes to attach the outrigger to the splint base.

The disadvantages are the difficulty to splint fingers with varying passive range of
motion at the same time and the necessity of a jig to make the notches.
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Spectra~Medic outriggers are much more expensive, only available from one soLirce
af1dthe outrigger works itself loose .after a few days, The researcher is of the opinIon
that these disadvantage$ outweigh the advantages which are: a professionfol~kJ
rUstproof and easYl··accurate positioning.

o

It is therefore recommended that an outrigger made from a length of 2,6mm copper
coated Welding rod, dipped In Teflon paint should he used, ~roYided a Jig (yake ,
the notches is available. ..'"

\1
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CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSION

Since. this study was developmental in nature, the researcher was al:h~ to come to
three concluslons, namely:
i) rubber bands from the same batch (which are more or less equal in length,

thickness and width) do notundergo the same amount of lengthening when
identical weights are hung on~o them (StudY 28, Chapter. IV page 36);

ll) friction betwe.en th/" outrigger and the fishing line significantly influences the
amount of-force exerted on the finger (Study 3, Chapter V page 48); and

iii) friction between the outrigger and the traction unit is reduced by covering the

outrigger with Teflon and using fishing line as part of the traction unit (Study
4, Chapter VI page 55).

These conclusions led to the development of a.splint design which took the above

findings into account and was still clinicely effective. Chapter VII (page 61) describes
how rubber bands were replaced by tension springs especially manufactured for the
research project A jig was made to bend notches in the welding rod and these
notches were coated with Teflon paint. This was intended to ensure that the friction
between the welding rod outrigger and the fishing line was kept to a minimum. At
the same time still-It ensured that the fishing \\line did not get caught between the
outrigger and the thermoptastlc stoppers. AII\~that remained was to test this new

il
design in a laboratory situ&~\.on,before it was used clinically.

However, another type of outrigger system became available in South Africa and this
II (7,

prompted the comparison of ~hese two outrigger systems, To ensure that the final
design of the dynamic splint was cost-effective, using materials which were readily
available, strong and durable and using a power source which was more consistent
and reliable than a rubber band.

Chapter VIII (page 68) describes and compares how two splints using two different
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outrigger systems, namely an outrl~ger made from a piece of'copp~r coated welding
-~ . '_

rod and one made from a pre-formed piece of stainless ste'a!. Prom the discussion
in Chapter VBI (page 82), it is concluded that the following dorsal, dynamic finger
extension splint should be used In a Clinical setting ,(See figure 9):

* a thermoplastic base wlth vslcro attachmerit straps;
'* a pre-notched copper coated welding rod dipped in Teflon paint at least .14 days

before use;
* a traction unit made from a stainless steel.tension spring with a tenslon of 3g/mm

(see page 61), a plsce of nyl(:lI1fishing line and a finger sling. The use of stainless
steel tension springs was also recommended by Rouzaud (1987), and Breger·Lee
& Buford (1991).

Figure 9. The final design for the (Torsal dynamic finger extension splint.

The above design has a number of advantages:
* It is cost-effective (see page 68).
* The materials are easily obtainable.
* It is strong and durable, provided the outrigger is attached securely ,and the

base is made correctly, with proper regard for mechanical and construction
principles, This outrigger is sturdy and can not work itself toose as tll'e
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Spe,ptra-Medic system tends to do.

* The fricti·on between the outrigger and the fishing Une is negligib.le and

therefore the force exerted on the finger can be determined accurately. This
D

is done. by measuring the lengthening. of the tension spring with a caliper or

ruler. From the. force-elongation curve below (Graph 5) it1s possible to read

::r~:W:::~:~:~~~5~::~Oa::;:~:r;:fi~;::e~:::::
finger.

3009'

I r
~ 1
~ I .
~

1009

20 '~ 40 60 80 100

L~~9thenin9 in millimeter
Srapf} 5. Foroe-elongation OUNe for the tension springs

* The notches in the outrigger ensure that the fishing line is accurately placed

above the fingers.

* It is cosmetically acceptable.
.-

However, this design has the following disadvantages:

* A fig is needed to form the notches.

* The Teflon paint should be applied at least 14 days prior to !JSS of the

outrigger.
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'*
.~

The outrigger is not as e~sily· adjustable in length as the Spectra-Medic

system.

The above disadvantages can fairly easily be overcome by:

* Using a jig to form the notches. D.etailed sketches of the jig which was

developed to form the notches are provided in Appendix 2.. An engineering

firm should have little difficulty in manufacturing the Jig according to the

specifications and once a clinical department has such a jig, it should last for

many years.

The Teflon paint should be allowed to dry for 14 days before being used. It
is suggested that notches at variable dlstances should be made in the welding

rods in advance. The distances being determined by the size ofthe. hand, the

larger the hand, the further· apart the notches should be, The welding rods

can be pre-notched in three different sizes: small, medium and larqe and

thereafter dipped into the Teflon paint and left to dry until required. This

procedure should be fairly easy to implement in an occupational therapy

,)department, especially where occupational therapy assistants are available.

* Difficulty in adjusting the outrigger length. Should the fingers have different

passive ranges of motion, it is possible to use single outriggers (l.e. a separate

outrigger for each finger) as can be seen in Figure 8.1, page 71,

*

The researcher feels however, that the splint described above should still be tested

clinically to ascertain wh~ther the design is really practical. In some instances when

the above designed splint was used, certain patients complained that the tension

springs lnterrneshed and were not easy to separate, This occurence was never

documented in the literature and the method by which the springs are attached to the

splint may need to be changed. Presently these springs are attached by hool<ing

them. onto a paperclip which has been bonded onto the splint base with a piece of

splinting material. Possible solutions may be to attach each spring to its own

paperclip, or to cover each spring with some form of plastic casing.

What is the value of this research study?
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The splint initially used in the o£Pupational therapy deparment was not ideal, t.e,
when a patient was wearing the splint, the force exerted on tr),efinger was not known.
Therefore, it was not possible to develop scientifically based splinting protocols for
Uifferent hand conditions. Now splinting protocols could be developed; ego f;} force"
of 300g exerted on a finger with a PIP flexion contracture (30 days post-operatively)
for 16 hours per day for a period of 10 days, should improve the contracture.

Different aspects of splint desighs were studied in order to develop a splint which
minimise the problems experienced in a clinical setting. At the end of Study 6,

Chapter VIII (page 82)1 a new splint design is proposed. Using this splint it is
possible to determine fairly accurately how much force is exerted on a finger. Since
this information is known, therapists (teachers and clinicians) will be able to do further
research and .establlsh selentlflcally based splinting protocols for different hand
conditions. It is the researcher's belief that splinting of the hand and speCifically the
amount of force applied to a hand should be far more closely related to the stages
of healing as described by Strickland (1987) and summarised in Chapter II (page 10).

Once the phase of healing has been determined, the correct amount of force can be

calculated, using guidelines set out by Strickland (1987), and Brand (1984, 1992).

This will be of extreme value to students and newly qualified. occupational therapists,

who cannot rely on their experience when they are faced with a difficult splinting
r:

choice. Once sound splinting protocols have been developed, patients will benefit,
and it will no longer be a hit and miss type of treatment when they are provided with
a splint.

Therefore, the contribution this study makes to the field of occupational therapy is
that the primary two aims of the study have been achieved.

The first aim was to quantify the force exerted on a finger using a dorsal dynamic
finger extension splint. This can now be achieved, provided a force-elongation curve

i~ available for the tension springs which are used on the splint and that friction
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between the fishing .line and,ithe outrigg ar is kept"to a minimum.
!
i
II.. .. . •.• .. " ..

The second a.irn was to devE~lopa met~lod which would ensure :bhatthe amount; of
II ... F. . . . . . .. '.

force exerted on a. finger by the spHnt is .Ironstantand I'eliable.•...Ihi~; study h~ shown
that the amount of force can be constafJ)tand reliable., provided ~~lnsionsprings are

:1 :I))
used in the place 'of rubber b?~ds. il....'. ill . . /<:'. II' I

H
ii.,

G

FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
Ii

1:

., . '.. II
1. If is proposed that the devel.opme,int of sp~cific. splinting prq~.ocolsfor cUfferent

hand conditions form the basis. ojI,a, future study. Without ~lrther work on this
il

aspect, the treatment of patienf$with hand, injuries will,\no~1develop.

2. Therapists and students should be encoUragj~d to w(~rk i~ith extreme care
': Ii··) 'i

when splinting a patient's hand .and mea.sure';the am(;>un1iafforce which is
;. 'I:' ""_ --.-li

exerted on fhs,·fingers. Th~ use of an unknown force nn,aYj~!her be harming
the patient (iHhe force is too great) or not be helping (i·f .the force ls too small).
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APPENDIX 1

Names and addre$$es 91suppliers:
r.:.' ,_,' (.

01. Waltons Stationery, Company
PO Box 2180
Pretoria

"0001
Tel:,~325-4330
Fax: 320-7539

"1Starko·, Spring?
PqSpx57048
800ysens
2016
T~I:(01n 493-6558

3. Spectra-Medic
PO Box 58
Morningside
20SZ-"
Tel:\'{tJ11) 883-6873
Fax: (011) 183-0843

2.

4. Afro)( SA
PO Box 1063
Pretoria
,0001
TeE (012) 386-7122
Fax: (012) 386-9471

5. Since;I'ijne Graffitex paint used in .,the research was no t9nger available" a
substitute paint was located with the same qualities, namely Henro 77
manufactued by: .

c: /JJ

Myco Chemicals
PO Bo)(:,12138
Daggafontein
1573
Tel: (011) '363·:2135
Fax: (01 1) 363-1024

1;' .... , .• ,

(,.>:

.~~~~~--~~~--~~--~--~-------------~----~
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APPENf.)IX 2:
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Technical drawing, ofjig"to form notches (aUviews).
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